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In the case of lake management for recreational use, policy makers often face a

balancing act. They must maintain both the ecological quality of sites	  and	  the	  welfare	  of

recreationists. In Wisconsin’s Northern Highland	  Lake	  District, recreational boaters	  

inadvertently	  transport aquatic invasive species between lakes. Economic models of

boater demand for lake recreation enable the estimation of the number of Eurasian

Watermilfoil propagules that depart invaded lakes via boating vessels. To prevent

landscape-‐level	  spread,	  in	  lake-‐dense regions with a relatively small ratio of invaded to un-‐

invaded lakes, previous research demonstrated optimal prevention	  efforts	  focus on

“donor”	  rather than	  “recipient”	  lakes.	   We utilize a non-‐market valuation method, based on

travel costs, to estimate determinants of boater demand for lake	  visits,	  as well as lake-‐

specific	  visitation	  rates,	  access	  values,	  and	  expected boater response to ramp fees at

“donor” lakes. When lake managers are committed to reducing the total number of boater

trafficked Eurasian Watermilfoil propagules, marginal abatement cost curves can identify

cost-‐efficient means of meeting reduction goals. We produced and compare marginal

abatement cost curves for Eurasian Watermilfoil, considering the magnitude of propagule

traffic reduction achievable with varying ramp fees and via the installation	  of boater wash

stations. We tested our marginal abatement cost estimates for sensitivity to key economic

and ecological model assumptions.
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Chapter	  1

Introduction

Natural resource policy optimization requires the combination of ecological and

economic models. In the case of lake management for recreational use, policy makers often

face	  a balancing act. They often must weigh the ecological quality of sites against the

welfare of recreationists.	   Certain dimensions of lake ecology, such	  as	  non-‐native aquatic

species	  invasions, are enhanced by additional	  recreation.	  

Aquatic invasive species (AIS), which cause damage to lake ecosystems and diminish

human use-‐value	  of sites, are one major concern for lake managers around which policy is

designed. Once	  species	  are	  introduced	  into	  a new ecosystem,	  such	  as	  a lake	  dense region,

secondary spread can occur by both human and ecological means (Johnson et al., 2001).

Secondary spread is an important determinant of the magnitude of economic and

ecological damages caused by invasive species introductions (Lodge	  et al.	  1998). To

predict the temporal and spatial dimensions of future spread, it is important to understand

the mechanisms of dispersal. There is widespread recognition that the transfer of AIS

between	  isolated bodies of water,	  such as lakes,	  is primarily	  due to overland transport.	  

Boaters are particularly	  responsible,	  although inadvertently, for the	  movement of AIS

propagules between	  lakes.	   Each boating occasion presents the opportunity that an AIS

propagule attaches to boating equipment and is carried	  to	  suitable	  habitat. The likelihood	  

that	  a boating	  vessel	  carries a viable propagule is dependent	  upon	  lake conditions,	  the

characteristics of an AIS population, boater behavior, and lake management choices

(Johnson et al,	  2001, Buchan	  and Padilla	  2000).

Relative to other invasive species vectors, boaters and their movements are easier

to track.	   Data,	  collected by survey or with a technology such as GPS, can inform	  economic

models and reveal patterns of travel between lakes in a region with an established AIS

population. Models of boater movement can be used to estimate the number and timing of

propagules departing	  invaded lakes (Buchan	  and	  Padilla 1999, Leung et al.	  2004, 2006,

Drury and Rothlisberger 2008, Tamayo and Olden 2014).
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1.1 Research Focus

To prioritize AIS management efforts, additional integrative research is need on (i)

the ecology of invasive species survival	  and spread,	  (ii) boater behavior, (iii) the

effectiveness	  of AIS management interventions,	  (iv) and the policies that effect all three.	  

Our research examines a set of lakes in the Northern Highland Lake District of Wisconsin

(NHLD),	  which are	  popular for recreational	  boating, but prone	  to invasive	  Eurasian

Watermilfoil (here after	  referred to	  as	  Milfoil),	  an	  AIS that is trafficked between	  lakes by

boaters.	   Utilizing a demand-‐based travel cost model to measure boater preference for trips	  

in areas without explicit price information, we estimate recreation demand for trips to a set 

of lakes, and in turn, the number of propagules	  leaving those lakes. The estimated

parameters are eventually applied to a secondary data-‐set of population	  statistics,	  

representing boaters in each	  county	  of Wisconsin, to predict total summer visits for each	  

lake.	   As AIS dispersal events between lakes increase,	  the rate and geographical	  spread of

AIS also increases through a stochastic process (Buchan and Padilla, 1999). As lake

amenities are improved and attract additional	  site visits,	  an unintended consequence is

greater numbers of AIS propagules	  departing	  via boater	  traffic.	   Thus, it is important to

raise	  awareness of links between lake improvements and the rates of aquatic species

invasion.	   To either counteract the effect of spread due to these improvements, or to

reduce propagule movement under the current site conditions, policy makers possess a set

of tools.	   Our research seeks to identify the most effective locations to apply preventative

measures amongst invaded lakes in the NHLD. In addition, we compare the costs of

implementing technology (i.e. boat wash stations) versus the adoption of a tax (i.e. ramp

fee) to	  reduce AIS spread. Estimates of marginal costs of AIS abatement suggest the

implementation of boater wash stations, at the lake sources of greatest dispersal, is a more

effective method to slow AIS spread.

1.2 Aquatic Invasive Species, Prevention vs. Control

The probability	  of the	  following five events	  determine additional	  AIS invasions: (i)	  a

boater travels to and from	  an AIS source, (ii) an AIS propagule(s) attaches to a boat, (iii) an	  
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AIS propagule(s)	  survives inter-‐lake transport,	  (iv)	  the	  boater	  visits an un-‐colonized	  lake,	  

and (v) an AIS propagule(s) reestablishes in the un-‐colonized	  lake.	   Most predictive	  

research	  has	  focused	  on forecasting the	  vulnerability	  of lakes	  to aquatic plant invasions

(Tamayo and Olden,	  2014, Leung	  et al. 2012). Tamayo and Olden (2014) found	  lakes	  with	  

attributes of human accessibility (i.e. public boat launches), located in	  areas with the

greatest human populations, are most vulnerable to AIS.	   Managers,	  who are	  often charged	  

with the oversight of a single lake, commonly apply predictive models toward the

protection of specific un-‐colonized	  lakes rather	  than toward	  the	  prevention of landscape-‐

level	  spread (Rothlisberger	  and	  Lodge 2008). However,	  Rothlisberger and Lodge	  (2008)

criticized such models for insufficient predictive ability and the subsequent misdirection of

prevention and	  control efforts. When minimizing landscape level spread is the goal,

quantifying AIS dispersal events is more effective	  approach to informing prevention efforts

(Rothlisberger	  and	  Lodge 2008).	  

There are several AIS management options:	  (i) prevention	  of new species

introductions, eradication following introduction, control or containment of AIS

populations,	  or adaptation. Although historical management efforts have largely focused

on the eradication and control of established invasions, prevention of introductions may be

a more cost-‐effective	  and	  suitable	  focus (Leung et al.	  2002, Potapov	  et al.	  2007, Keller	  et al.

2008,	  Finoff	  et al. 2007,	  Drury	  and Rothlisberger 2008).	   Finoff et al. (2007) simulated AIS

spread	  to	  show greater	  social welfare	  when	  prevention	  strategies	  are	  favored	  over control

strategies.	   Potapov	  et al.	  (2007) analyzed the optimal AIS management of a lake system	  at

the macroscopic level, and found optimal control measures change as a lake ecosystem	  

becomes more invaded. Prevention is favored when the ratio of invaded to un-‐invaded	  

lakes is relatively small. Drury	  and	  Rothlisberger	  (2008) also	  found	  that	  an “offensive”	  

approach is best	  to slow	  the rate of landscape level	  spread early	  in	  an invasion,	  while a

“defensive”	  approach is best	  after ½ the lakes are invaded.	   According to the Wisconsin

Department of Natural Resources, Milfoil has been discovered in approximately 400 of the

15,000 identified	  lakes	  in the	  NHLD,	  well under ½.	   Figure 1 displays a map of lakes	  in

Vilas	  and	  Oneida Counties	  in the	  NHLD, which	  show the relatively low	  ratio of invaded to

un-‐invaded	  lakes	  in the	  region.
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Figure 1, Map of Lakes	  in Vilas	  and Oneida Counties, in the NHLD
Displays the density of lakes in Vilas and Oneida Counties. According to the WDNR, red lakes have
established Milfoil colonies and	  grey lakes do not have established	  Milfoil colonies. (Closer view below)

The lag time between observation of AIS and initial establishment complicates

control efforts, which are often most effective early	  in the	  growth	  stage	  of a population.	  

Once established in suitable lake conditions, some species become impossible	  to	  eradicate	  

and the need for control	  is therefore long-‐term	  and costly (Rothlisberger et	  al. 2008,	  

Vander Zander	  and	  Olden 2008). There are current limitations to scientific	  knowledge	  and	  

institutional mechanisms for addressing the control of AIS, and	  the potential for negative
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ecological impacts -‐ due to chemical and physical control measures -‐ have	  already	  been	  

highlighted (Rothlisberger et al. 2008). While both prevention and control are important to

addressing AIS, the primary motivation of our research	  is to inform	  prevention efforts and

control efforts	  when	  applicable.

We see the merits of a vector-‐based approach to AIS management. Models of boater

demand for recreation have the potential to be eventually applied to unknown, undetected,

or changing	  species concerns.	   Inter-‐lake transit	  by recreational	  boaters is a prevalent	  

dispersal vector	  for other	  known AIS, including hydrilla, water hyacinth, Dreissenidae	  

mussels, and Spiny waterflea. While control measures are a more direct form	  of addressing

Milfoil	  invasions,	  our research is driven	  by the recognition	  that	  enacting	  prevention	  

measures require additional understanding of the indirect effects of policy and site changes

on Milfoil spread.	   Our research focuses on the rate at which boaters travel to and from	  an

AIS source. In isolation, quantitative estimates of boater-‐related AIS propagule dispersal	  

events	  remain useful. In general,	  the probability of AIS spread is greater with additional	  

propagule	  pressure,	  regardless	  of underlying ecosystem	  and population dynamics.

Estimates can guide the use of policy instruments to reach a target AIS reduction or the

optimal placement of boat wash stations. Although we are limited in scope	  of

consideration for all factors which contribute to AIS risk, our results remain useful to direct

prevention	  efforts and can be linked to a more extensive model.

1.3 The	  Study Site

The Northern	  Highland	  Lake	  District (NHLD) (5330 km2 ) of Wisconsin	  is a

particularly suitable	  region for which	  to	  apply economic and ecological models of Milfoil

dispersal.	   Lake-‐based recreation	  activities such as boating,	  fishing, and swimming are

major tourist activities and critical components of the NHLD’s economy (Legislative

Reference	  Bureau	  2002).	   The recreational use of lakes and additional natural amenities

are essential drivers of economic development and socio-‐demographic change in

Wisconsin	  (Carpenter	  et. al	  2007).	  However,	  the industrial,	  recreational, cultural,	  and

spiritual values	  lakes are damaged by Milfoil invasions. The NHLD	  is in a state	  of transition,

from	  a sparse	  to	  densely	  populated	  region, which will	  continue to increase boater traffic
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and AIS pressure at lakes (Peterson et al. 2003). As a study region,	  the NHLD offers	  the

benefit of spatially proximal sites with diverse attributes (i.e. water quality, AIS presence,

number of boat landings and public parks). Lake characteristic diversity permits the

estimation of recreation demand for a range	  of existing conditions. Estimates can then	  be

applied to predict	  site use and boater welfare under changing management controlled site

variables.

1.4 Invasive Species Background

Increases in human mobility have contributed to the transport of organisms from	  

previously	  unlinked geographical	  destinations.	  Ecological effects include	  the altering	  of

genetic diversity within populations and species diversity within landscapes. When AIS are

newly introduced to an ecosystem, competitors may not exist at the site, increasing the

likelihood of colonization.	   Changes to ecosystems have societal and economic

consequences, including the cost of damages and remediation, the disturbance of valuable

ecosystem	  services, and the limiting of future potential uses of the natural environment.

As of 2005, the estimated economic costs of invasive species to the U.S. are

approximately $120 billion (Pimental et al. 2005). However, it is likely that costs are

underestimated due to constraints on data availability and the challenge of valuing non-‐

market welfare losses (Pimental et al. 2005). Released by The Congressional Office	  of	  

Technology Assessment (OTA) in 1993, “Harmful Non-‐Indigenous Species in the United

States”	  reported spending	  on	  the control	  of aquatic	  plants in	  the U.S. is in excess	  of $100

million per year. Many natural	  resources are public goods,	  such as lakes with public access

ramps for boating, and the wide distribution	  of welfare	  losses	  and	  lack of	  observable	  

market transactions make accounting for damages difficult.	   Both Pimental and the OTA	  

address the issue of inadequate data to fully estimate costs. Despite limitations, the ability

to formally define the costs of AIS remains of great importance.	  

1.5 EurasianWatermilfoil Background

First introduced	  to	  Wisconsin in the	  1960’s, Milfoil is now reportedly	  established	  in
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715 lakes	  and	  rivers in Wisconsin	  (WDNR).	   A hardy species, Milfoil can grow in a wide

range	  of aquatic	  habitats	  -‐ overwintering in Wisconsin but also thriving in the warm	  water

bodies of the southern	  United States.	   Once Milfoil	  has been	  transported to a non-‐invaded	  

site, the ability to establish is determined by the characteristics of a waterbody	  (i.e.	  depth,	  

patterns of water movement, temperature, acidity, nutrient availability, and the existing

native plant and animal life).	  

Following establishment, Milfoil can negatively impact the ecology and human uses

of lakes. Through the formation of dense mats on the water surface, Milfoil inhibits

recreational boating, creates mosquito habitat, causes and increases the severity of

flooding,	  and	  physically	  crowds	  out fish and aquatic	  plants – which had once provided

foraging opportunities for waterfowl and aquatic mammals (Smith and Barko, 1990, Aiken

et al.,	  1979, Engle 1995).	  The decay of these dense mats and the high rate of Milfoil leaf

turnover increase	  phosphorus and nitrogen	  levels, deplete available oxygen, and harm	  

valuable aquatic organisms (Nichols	  & Shaw,	  1986). In addition, Milfoil causes damage to

human infrastructure by blocking water intakes for power	  generation	  and	  irrigation.	   The

species	  can	  also	  alter	  water	  quality,	  thereby requiring treatment prior to human use.

1.6 Previous	  Research on Milfoil Related Costs

Although it is difficult to identify and quantify AIS related	  costs,	  research has

revealed	  not only	  the	  significant recreation use-‐values	  placed	  on lakes,	  but also	  a portion	  of

the economic costs related to Milfoil. Economists have utilized non-‐market valuation

techniques,	  with applications to Milfoil	  in	  Wisconsin’s lakes,	  to reveal	  costs.	   For instance,

hedonic valuation methods were applied to estimate a 13% reduction in Wisconsin

shoreline	  property	  values	  due	  to	  Milfoil presence (Horsch and	  Lewis	  2009). Milfoil	  

presence corresponded to a 19% decline in mean shoreline property values for a set of

lakes in Washington (Olden and Tamayo 2014).	   The estimated aggregate cost of a newly

established	  Milfoil population	  in a lake	  was $377,542 (Olden and Tamayo 2014). A stated

preference experiment, involving a sample of Wisconsin boaters, revealed	  an	  annual

average willingness to pay of $62 for a Milfoil prevention program	  (Lewis et. al, 2014). An

estimated annual welfare loss of $97 per boater was associated with the introduction of
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Milfoil at the same lake (Lewis et. al, 2014). Conducted	  in reaction	  to	  new Milfoil invasions,	  

a water-‐based recreation	  study of the Truckee River Watershed	  in California	  found a

hypothetical 1% decrease in recreation	  would cost an estimated $500,000 annually	  

(Eiswerth	  et al.	  2000).

1.7 The	  Spread of Eurasian	  Watermilfoil

The ability	  to rapidly	  reproduce,	  via multiple methods, exacerbates	  the	  threat posed

by Milfoil	  to Wisconsin’s lake ecosystem. Colonies	  are	  able	  to	  expand	  locally	  via stolon	  

production,	  seed dispersal, and fragmentation. To illustrate	  the	  problem	  of AIS and boating

equipment, a 2011 inspection of 1,496 boats leaving 27 invaded lakes in Wisconsin’s NHLD,

found	  3% of boats	  to	  be	  carrying	  viable	  Milfoil propagules	  (Zipp et al.	  2014). Many of these

lakes are the same lakes examined in our research. Thus, to predict	  total propagule	  traffic 

we assume a 3% chance that a Milfoil propagule attaches to boating equipment. Therefore,

we assume 3% of total boating	  trips	  to	  a Milfoil lake contribute to propagule pressure.	  

Buchan and Padilla (1999) employed a similar method, examining boater behavior in	  

Wisconsin	  to predict the rate and pattern	  of zebra mussel spread.	   The authors	  applied	  an	  

observed	  mean percentage (8%) of inspected boating equipment with	  attached	  zebra

mussels (Johnson and	  Carlton (1996)), to estimate annual amounts of zebra mussel

propagule	  traffic.	   During an additional inspection of 85 boats	  in the	  NHLD, Rothlisberger	  et

al. (2008) found	  19% of boats carried 1 or more plant fragment on arrival, while 63% of

boats carried 1 or more plant fragment on departure. Although the lakes were un-‐invaded	  

by Milfoil,	  and therefore boaters were unlikely to transport	  Milfoil,	  the authors suggest	  

these rates are useful in demonstrating the rate at which boating vessels transport	  

vegetative AIS over land.

To understand	  the	  severity	  of AIS presence on boating equipment,	  and likelihood of

transmission to additional lakes, the rate of survival during	  transport and methods of

species establishment should	  be	  considered.	   The rate at which Milfoil fragments desiccate

during overland transport varies, affecting the fitness and likelihood of fragment

establishment (Jerde et al. 2011). Dove	  and	  Wallis	  (1981)	  found Milfoil could survive	  7-‐9	  

hours under still,	  dry conditions.	   Jerde et al. (2011) conducted a controlled experiment,
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and found that large and coiled fragments, exposed to air for less than 1 hour, have the

highest rate	  of survival during transport.	   While small fragments <5cm remained viable in

29% of cases,	  100% of coiled	  fragments were able to establish roots after enduring 1 hour

of desiccation (Jerde et al.	  2011). Fragments protected from	  the elements during transport,	  

attached to anchors and live wells,	  had	  the	  greatest likelihood of survival (Jerde et al.	  

2011). Following desiccation treatments, Jerde et al. (2011) found all Milfoil fragments

<5cm	  were dead at 24 hours, although the authors did not test survival for coiled

fragments. However, recent field experiments in Northern Wisconsin,	  by	  Bruckerhoff	  et al.	  

(2014), found single stems of Milfoil were viable for up to 18 hours of air exposure, and

coiled stems were viable for up to 48 hours of air exposure. Amongst the observations of

boater behavior used in	  our research,	  58% of total trips	  took	  place within	  a day of a

previous trip.	   22% of all trips were within	  a day of a trip	  to an invaded lake,	  and 6% of

total	  trips were within	  a day of a trip	  to an invaded lake, followed	  by	  a trip to	  a non-‐invaded	  

lake.	   Figure 2 displays the extent of boater movement between lakes in our data set.	   Due

to a great deal of local boater movement and subsequent lake visits, within the time frame

of Milfoil fragment survivability, it is likely	  that suitable	  un-‐invaded	  lakes	  in the	  NHLD	  are	  

susceptible to invasion.	  
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Figure 2,	  Map of Boater	  Movement	  Between Lakes
Displays patterns of sample boater movement, over the duration of a single season. Circles represent lakes
(Purple for Milfoil lakes	  and Green for un-‐invaded lakes). Lines between	  lakes represent trips taken	  within	  a
single day of another trip. Purple lines represent trips that involved travel between two lakes, including	  at least
one Milfoil lake. (Closer view below)
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Seasonal and climactic conditions, such as temperature and humidity, are additional

factors of fragment survival. Cooler, rainy, and humid periods are expected to increase the

travel	  distance	  over which fragments can survive, when compared to dry and hot periods

(Jerde et al.	  2011). Unfortunately,	  the assumption that	  3% of boaters	  depart invaded	  lakes	  

with viable Milfoil fragments does not account for variation in the likelihood of fragment	  

survivability.	   Nor does the	  assumption account for the heterogeneity	  of Milfoil populations	  

at recreation	  sites. We would expect larger colonies, covering more lake surface area, and

colonies	  located	  near key	  areas of boater	  traffic	  (i.e. near boat landings)	  to	  contribute	  

additional Milfoil propagules	  to	  boating	  equipment.	   The likelihood	  that a given boat is

carrying a viable	  propagule	  is also	  conditional on the	  season. Local spread	  by	  stolon

occurs largely in the midsummer, but fragments, which easily “hitchhike” on boating

equipment, are formed late in the season. Estimates of the rate at which Milfoil	  propagules

attach to boating equipment,	  as a function of boating practices,	  vessel characteristics,	  and

lake site management practices, would improve the suitability and adaptability of our

research. However, a 3% estimate remains useful and is based on an observed average

across a diverse	  set of lakes in the NHLD from	  2011, which is the same time frame and set

of lakes	  observed	  for ou research.	   However, as AIS populations transition, our static

estimate becomes less reliable.	  

Many determinants of AIS establishment are outside of our model -‐ habitat

suitability,	  host-‐site factors of biological competition, and the level of desiccation resulting

from	  transport. Despite limitations, an estimate of the number of Milfoil propagules	  

leaving	  invaded lakes is useful	  in isolation.	  Estimates can support AIS containment

strategies, such as the optimal placement of boat wash stations. The model can be refined

as more information becomes available on fragment type, seasonality,	  and heterogeneity	  of

Milfoil	  colonies.	   The modeling of boater demand for lakes	  in the	  NHLDmight also be

adapted to address future AIS concerns under changing site conditions.
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Chapter	  2

The Economics	  of Invasive Species	  Management

Full costs	  attributable	  to	  invasive	  species	  include	  the negative effects to native

ecosystems and the humans who depend on ecosystem	  services. To measure costs,

economists commonly infer and compare site value with and without the presence of AIS.

Ideally,	  both “use” and “non-‐use” values are included in estimates. Direct “use” values	  of a

site	  include	  those associated with resource extraction, recreation, and tourism. Indirect

values of lakes include services tied to ecosystem	  processes – such	  as	  water purification	  

and flood control	  – and “continued	  existence” and “intrinsic” values.	   While	  “use” values	  are

directly measurable (e.g. fees paid to enter the site) and indirectly measurable (e.g. off-‐site	  

spending on recreation equipment), “non-‐use” or “passive” values	  can be	  assigned by	  

individuals	  to	  a site	  without ever having	  visited.	   These indirect values	  do not involve	  any	  

monetary transaction, and are therefore more difficult to measure. It is important to note

that changes that make a site less desirable for use, such as AIS presence, may result in a

decreased total number of trips per season to that particular site, but visitor choice can

shift to	  substitute	  lakes.	   Therefore the substitution effect means that welfare is not

entirely	  lost with	  the	  closure	  or the	  decreased	  quality	  of a specific site.	  

To pursue an appropriate course of action, policy makers compare the economic

costs	  and benefits	  of control and prevention	  alternatives	  vs. a scenario under which action

is not taken.	   A fundamental question is whether prevention, control, and eradication

efforts generate economic benefits – the foregone losses that	  would have occurred if the

lake had become invaded – greater than the costs of management at various levels (Finoff

et al.	  2007, Horan and Lupi 2010). While many economic benefits are non-‐market, and

difficult to fully quantify, market costs alone have been used to justify prevention efforts.

For instance, to prevent the spread of zebra mussels to Midwestern lakes, Leung et al.

(2002) found annual expenditures up to $324,000 beneficial	  – an amount potentially less

than	  the cost	  of washing	  all boats prior to lake entry.	   In Lake George,	  New	  York,	  Milfoil	  has

been actively managed since discovery in 1985. Management costs from	  1985 to 2012

have totaled over $3 million (Johnstone	  et al.	  2014).
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The issue of AIS landscape-‐level management can be posed as a public good – where

the benefits of control	  and prevention	  are non-‐rival and	  non-‐exclusive.	  Stakeholders	  are	  

unable to act without others receiving the	  benefits of their AIS control or prevention

efforts.	   When	  the benefits of individual	  stakeholder prevention	  efforts are less than	  the

benefits to society,	  the result	  is an under-‐provision	  of the public good.	   Because, AIS travel

across property and political borders, total prevention efforts are, to some extent, only as

strong as the weakest member in a multi-‐site	  effort.	   Fenichel et al. (2013) found	  that in the	  

case	  of privately	  owned	  property,	  higher rates	  of dispersal associated with proximity to

neighboring	  properties,	  reduce the private incentives for control.	   These findings

demonstrate how the incentive to take preventative	  action declines as the “weakest	  link”

grows	  in threat.	   Control and	  prevention efforts	  produce	  insufficient returns	  to the

individual if the threat of an invasive species on their property still looms. As a result, total

investment in prevention and control is less than the socially optimal level.

2.1 Invasive Species	  as	  a “Biological Pollutant”

The issue of invasive species spread can also be framed conceptually as a “biological

pollution” problem	  (Horan et al. 2002). However, there are limits to a comparison between

biological	  and conventional	  pollutants.	   While conventional	  pollutants,	  such as air and

water pollutants dissipate, “biological pollutants” have the ability to reproduce (Homans

and Smith, 2013). When	  boaters act as a vector for AIS spread, a negative externality is

produced,	  where	  the social	  costs of each boating trip	  are	  greater than the price	  paid by

boaters.	   Visitation rates	  do not reflect total	  societal costs	  and are therefore greater than

the optimal level.	   Coordinated	  efforts across affected parties are necessary	  to incentivize

the optimal number of boating trips, or optimal investment in AIS prevention measures. In

theory,	  the socially optimal number of boating trips is a function of the optimal number of

dispersed propagules, found where the marginal benefits equal the marginal	  costs of

control. If marginal costs are greater than marginal benefits, at all levels of control, then it

is optimal to not take action on AIS. Each species, within different landscapes, may vary by

the marginal benefits and costs of control. Although this framework, typically applied to a
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conventional pollution model, has powerful insights, additional	  details are needed for

empirical studies of “biological pollutants” such as invasive species. For instance, the

biology of the species, the time frame under consideration,	  and the affected parties	  and

landscapes, are all important	  considerations for AIS control (Homans and Smith, 2013).	  

Just as a policy instrument, such as a Pigouvian tax, is used to correct a negative

externality, lake managers might reduce	  boater	  traffic	  with	  the	  introduction of a boating 

fee. Collected at boat ramps, the fee would reach all boaters entering and departing an

invaded lake. In theory, the fee level should increase until the marginal net loss of boater

welfare is equal to the marginal benefit of propagule reduction. By Baumol and Oates’

“least cost tax theorem,” (1988) when aggregate target reductions in emissions are

independent of the source, a uniform	  tax set to achieve a target will minimize the cost of

the tax on society.	  Our goal is to	  reduce aggregate propagule traffic,	  regardless of the lake

source. An increase in in trip fees will cause boaters to reallocate trip choices to minimize

welfare losses.	   Boaters will decrease total annual visits, or eliminate visits to lakes for

which their consumer surplus is less than the fee. In reality, due to the spatial dimension of

AIS spread, reduction targets may depend on the lake source. Therefore, AIS reduction

benefits are not	  only	  dependent	  on total propagule	  departures,	  but also	  the location of

departures.	   For instance,	  reduction	  benefits	  are	  greater	  for propagules	  with	  a higher

likelihood of reaching	  a nearby un-‐colonized site, due to patterns of boater movement.

With spatially complexity, a uniform	  fee would achieve	  aggregate	  reduction	  goals,	  but the	  

social costs of the “tax” are not minimized. To minimize social costs, a single fee would be

replaced	  by	  a fee which	  varies	  across	  sites, dependent on the marginal benefits of

propagule	  reduction	  at each site. However,	  in practice,	  the	  adoption	  and identification	  of

an optimal fee across sites is often infeasible,	  due to institutional constraints	  and policy

makers’ imperfect knowledge of marginal cost and benefits curves (Hanley et al. 2007).

Therefore, in many cases	  pollution	  reduction	  targets	  are	  set through	  a political process,	  

with guidance from	  scientific and economic estimates of control and damage costs (Hanley

et al.	  2007).

In the case of Milfoil lakes, revenue generated by ramp fees could fund the

installation, maintenance, and operation of wash stations. Our research quantifies the

effect of proposed fee levels	  on boater	  visits	  and	  welfare.	   We	  calculate	  the	  predicted	  
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change in trafficked	  Milfoil propagules,	  aggregate boater welfare,	  total	  generated revenue	  

at each fee level, and “dead weight loss” due to the ramp fee. The marginal cost of AIS

abatement is a function of “dead weight loss.” It is important to note that while increased

boater fees reduce visitation and consumer surplus in the short term, the prevention	  of

Milfoil invasion and future site damage is a benefit to boaters in the long run.

2.2 Addressing	  AIS, Support for Wash Stations

Wisconsin has taken considerable action on AIS, implementing the Wisconsin’s

Aquatic Invasive Species Program	  through partnerships with a multitude of stake holders

(WDNR).	   The program	  supports AIS related research, educational opportunities,

management, monitoring, and law enforcement (WDNR). Funding is provided	  by	  the	  state	  

-‐$4.5 million annually – and by the federal government for a variable amount. To

incentivize boater inspections and removal of AIS from	  boats,	  aquatic	  transport	  laws are in

place in Wisconsin.	   For example, it is unlawful to launch a boat	  or trailer with attached	  

aquatic	  plants, leave a waterbody without draining water from	  equipment, or transport a

boat	  or trailer with attached aquatic plants on	  the highway.	   Penalties for such offenses	  

range from	  $243 to $2657 (WDNR). Significant efforts	  are also underway	  by the

“Clean Boats, Clean Waters” Program. Initiated in 2004, the mostly volunteer organization	  

inspects boats at landings, distributes educational materials, and collects data	  on	  the

actions of boaters and anglers.	   In 2014 alone,	  “Clean	  Boats,	  Clean	  Waters” was responsible

for the	  inspection	  o 124,594 boats and had contacted 259,511 boaters in educational

efforts	  (WDNR).	  

Despite	  considerable	  outreach	  efforts	  and	  disincentives to traffic AIS, there is

evidence that boaters	  depart lakes	  with	  aquatic	  weeds attached to boating equipment.

From	  a study published in 2010, a mail survey of registered boaters (n=944, 11% response

rate)	  and	  an in-‐person	  survey	  of boaters (n=459,	  90% response	  rate)	  revealed	  over two-‐

thirds of boaters do not	  consistently clean	  their boat	  (Rothlisberger	  et al.	  2010). These

survey results suggest the need for staffed AIS removal stations at lakes, to both hold

boaters accountable and further educate boaters on AIS. Boat launch attendants could be

hired to	  cover typical boating	  hours, over the	  duration	  of the	  boating	  season,	  or during	  a
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heavily	  trafficked	  portion	  of the	  season.

2.2.1 Wash Stations Effectiveness

Common methods for boat cleaning, either	  prior to	  launch	  or following	  boating, are

the visual	  inspection	  and hand-‐removal of AIS or high-‐pressure wash system	  

decontamination. Boat	  washing,	  with pressure, steam, or chemical treatments, has	  been	  

effective at removing species, including	  those that are small-‐bodied or unobservable.	   The

U.S. Federal Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force (ANSTF) recommends the use of high-‐

pressure (2,500 psi) hot water (140 degrees Fahrenheit) washing to decontaminate

boating equipment. The Bureau of Reclamation and “Stop Aquatic Hitchhikers” make

similar recommendations regarding high-‐pressure	  hot water washing.	   The ability	  to	  

remove species that would otherwise go undetected amounts to a suitable system	  for a

vector-‐based AIS approach. A controlled experiment	  revealed that	  visual	  inspection	  and

hand removal of AIS were found to be 88% +-‐ 5% effective at removing plants and 65% +-‐

4% effective	  at removing small-‐bodied organisms, while high pressure washing	  is 83% +-‐

4% effective at removing plants and 91% +-‐ 2% effective at removing small bodied

organisms. Low-‐pressure	  washing	  was only 74% +-‐ 6% effective at removing small-‐bodied

organisms (Rothlisberger et al. 2010). Thes findings support the	  effectiveness	  of high-‐

pressure wash stations to reduce AIS spread.

2.1.2 Optimal Placement of Wash Stations	  

Wash stations can	  be placed at invaded “donor”	  lakes or at non-‐invaded	  “recipient”

lakes. Drury and Rothlisberger (2008) investigated whether optimal prevention	  efforts are	  

“offensive”,	  containing	  potential	  invaders	  at “donor” lakes,	  or “defensive,” thereby	  

preventing	  the arrival	  of invaders at “recipient”	  lakes.	   The authors found the protection	  of

individual “recipient” lakes allowed AIS to spread to other unprotected un-‐invaded	  

locations,	  which eventually became AIS sources and contributors to landscape level AIS

spread.	   When	  the	  proportion	  of invaded	  to	  un-‐invaded lakes is small, it is optimal to place

wash stations at invaded lakes and decontaminate boats after exiting the water. In a lake
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dense region, such as the NHLD, where Milfoil has been discovered in approximately 400 of

the 15,000 identified lakes (WDNR),	  prevention	  efforts should be directed at controlling	  

the number of EWM propagules leaving “donor” lakes.

2.1.3 Wash Stations Costs	  

Wash stations can vary in a number of respects – by permanence or portability,

the amount of labor required for operation, and whether or not there is a containment

system	  for used water (Rothlisberger et al. 2008, Jensen 2009). There are tradeoffs to the

use	  of power washing	  stations such	  as the production of contaminated runoff, the intense

use	  of water supplies, the use of prime space at a water access, and the waiting times

necessary	  for operation (e.g. a typical boat takes 20 to 30 minutes to decontaminate).	  

Included in the cost of wash stations are the costs of maintenance, wages of staff members,

runoff damages to the lake ecosystem, and lost boater welfare due to time spent at wash

stations.	   The approximate unit price of portable trailered wash stations purchased in 2010

by the U.S. Forest Service and Great Lakes Restoration Initiative ranged from	  

approximately $8000 to $16,500. In 2011,	  the WDNR	  obtained a unit at $16,000 –

purchased with federal funds as	  a part of the	  Great Lakes	  Restoration	  Initiative	  – to be used

as a demonstration and education piece. S-‐K Environmental, a company specializing in

portable AIS rinse-‐off and reclaim	  systems, currently sells permanent units	  for $85,000,

which require a single station	  attendant for operation.	   With new	  technology adoption,	  the

risk that implementation will be unsuccessful should be included in total costs. Although

wash stations are new	  to Wisconsin,	  the technology has been	  successful	  in	  Minnesota and	  

other	  states,	  thus	  reducing the	  risks	  of adoption.	  
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Chapter	  3

The Travel Cost Model

Diffusion and gravity models are commonly used in predictive models of AIS spread

(Buchan	  and	  Padilla 1999, Leung et al.	  2004). Diffusion models are used to forecast AIS

spread over time when movement rates are known. Gravity models predict AIS spread

contingent on distance	  and site	  attractiveness	  to	  boaters.	  To understand	  boater demand for

lake recreation	  we utilized an economic model of recreational demand, the Travel Cost

Model (TCM).	   The TCM is suitable for estimating propagule pressure (the composite

number of dispersed propagules) rather	  than predicting future	  Milfoil spread. The TCM is

also one of a few techniques available to estimate values of environmental quality	  and

policy decisions.	   Therefore, the	  TCM enables us to not only estimate propagule

contributions	  by	  lake,	  but also	  calculate	  boater	  welfare	  under current and changing site	  

conditions.	  The TCM permits a direct comparison between the effect of visitation	  rates	  and	  

site amenities on boater welfare and the risk of AIS spread.

Investments in nature based recreation	  infrastructure,	  such as wash stations,	  must

be supported by consistent	  methods of valuation. Unfortunately,	  due to	  the	  nature	  of non-‐

market goods, little data exists to indicate the benefits of recreation managers’ actions. The

TCM is a regression-‐based approach that	  allows researchers to infer willingness	  to	  pay	  for

environmental amenities that are typically without explicit price information (Loomis and

Walsh 1997,	  Haab	  and McConnell	  2002,	  Ward and Beal	  2000).	   When	  applied to a

recreation site (or sites), a visitor demand curve and visitors’ consumer surplus can be

inferred. The estimated regression coefficients can also	  be reapplied to visitors from	  

different travel distances	  and	  who	  face	  different values	  of other	  independent variables	  

(Ward and Beal, 2000). The TCM has been used to support environmental policy decisions

which protect	  and enhance natural	  areas for recreation.	   Empirical applications of the TCM

include	  a diverse set of valuation	  studies	  -‐ national park	  visits (Beal 1995), beach day use in

North	  Carolina, and whale watching on the California Coast (Loomis et al.	  2000).	  

Our TCM	  application	  to recreational boating	  at lakes in	  the NHLD estimates seasonal

trip	  counts to lakes and the value of lake use to visitors,	  both of which are dependent	  on	  

lake and demographic characteristics. When damages or improvements occur to a site (e.g.
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pollution or changes to fish	  stocks),	  knowledge	  of the	  welfare	  value	  of these	  changes	  is

important for resource management decisions. Estimation of the determinants of demand

for lake visits can inform	  AIS prevention efforts.

The most popular TCM is the single site TCM -‐ a conventional	  downward	  sloping

demand function,	  Equation (1), where the number of trips taken to a site r in a season	  is

dependent on the	  trip cost of reaching	  the	  site	  tcr (Parsons 2003).	  

(1) 𝑟 = 𝑓(𝑡𝑐r)

To value	  a public	  good without explicit price information, the travel cost model is

based on an assumption of weak complementarity.	  Weak complementarity requires	  a

private good, or set of private goods, to be consumed with the non-‐market good. For

example, recreationists who travel to visit a lake privately consume gasoline.	   For the	  

theory to apply the private good must be non-‐essential, meaning a price exists	  where	  

consumption falls to zero. When the private good is no longer consumed, it is assumed that 

the public good is also no longer valued by the individual.	   Willingness to pay for the public

good is estimated from	  the amounts consumed of the weakly complementary good at

various prices. Economists refer to the TCM as a revealed preference technique,	  where	  

values	  are “revealed” through observation of human behavior and purchases related to use

of the environment. However, individuals	  also	  passively value the environment for reasons

not clearly	  linked to the consumption of market goods (e.g. for ecosystem	  services or

wilderness preservation). It is important to note that these values are not measured by a

TCM.	  

In general,	  it is expected	  that the	  further the distance one must travel to a site,	  the

fewer	  trips	  the	  individual will	  take to that	  site.	  However, there	  are	  additional factors	  that

explain an individual’s demand for trips and should be included in the model,	  such	  as	  

demographic variables z (i.e. income, age, and employment status) and lake site

characteristics	  s (i.e. water body area,	  number of boat landings, number of public parks,

depth,	  fish abundance,	  and	  recreation	  activities	  available	  at the	  site),	  Equation	  (2).

(2) 𝑟 = 𝑓(𝑡𝑐T , 𝑧, 𝑠)
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Following the estimation of a Marshallian demand curve for a site, visitor consumer

surplus is the	  difference between	  total willingness	  to	  pay	  and	  the total	  cost	  of travel.	  To

find consumer surplus with a recreation demand model of any form	  we can take the

integral of the demand function, Equation (3)(Parsons 2003).	  

ih e
(3) ∆𝑤 = 

c 𝑓(𝑡𝑐r , 𝑧, 𝑠)𝑑𝑡𝑐r cra 

A change to the site can be valued by calculating the area between the old and new demand

curves for visits	  to	  the	  site.	   With the use of the TCM, access value estimates can take

several forms: (i) the	  value	  of a trip	  for the	  average	  individual in the	  population,	  (ii) the	  

number of trips the average person will take), and/or (iii) the	  total use value	  of a site	  

(Englin	  and	  Shonkwiler,	  1995).

Other TCMs, such as the zonal and hedonic travel cost models, have	  been	  utilized	  to	  

infer recreation	  values (Hellerstein and Mendelsohn, 1993, Loomis and Walsh 1997, Ward

and Beal,	  2000,	  Haab	  and McConnell,	  2002).	   The Random	  Utility Model (RUM), originally	  

developed by McFadden and applied to recreational choices by Bockstael, Hanemann, and

Kling	  (1987), is also used to infer site value and utility from	  empirical data. Accounting for

many substitute sites, the RUM is often applied when visitors travel to multiple sites and

researchers want to assess sites simultaneously. Although our data includes boaters in the

NHLD who travel to multiple lakes in the region, we chose a pooled version of the single-‐

site model to estimate demand, where all visitation data to multiple sites is used to	  

estimate a single demand function. The single site model permits a more computationally

tractable estimation of total number	  of trips	  taken	  to	  the	  NHLD, conditional on boater	  

demographics, the cost	  of travel,	  and lake site characteristics. Estimates of trip counts to

lakes in the NHLD are essential to guide AIS policy.

3.1 Pooled	  Multi-‐Site Single Equation, or Regional, TCM

In the single	  site	  TCM,	  site	  characteristics either do	  not change or adjustments are
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not detected over the specified period of time. For instance, over a single boating season,

lake amenities at a site,	  such	  as the number of public landings, are unlikely	  to change.	   From	  

a survey	  of boating	  trips	  over	  a single	  season, at a single site, it is not possible to measure

the effect of boat landing presence on trip demand. Pooling	  observations	  of sites	  ensures

varying levels of site quality in the data set, and a more comprehensive single demand

function	  that contains	  coefficients	  for each	  of the	  variables	  that affect visitation.	   The

pooled multi-‐site TCM, which employs regression analysis, has an added benefit of greater

variation in observed measures	  of the	  independent variable	  and	  therefore smaller standard

errors of the coefficients and trip	  predictions.	   Multi-‐site single equation models have been

used effectively	  in previous studies of recreation	  demand (Vaughn and Russell 1982). For

the pooled multi-‐site model, Equation (2) becomes Equation (4).

(4) 𝑟� = 𝑓(𝑡𝑐� , 𝑧� , 𝑠�)

The pooled	  TCM predicts	  trips	  for each	  visitor	  i (i = 1,….,n ) to site j (j = 1 to m). The travel

cost per trip	  𝑡𝑐i is now based	  on the	  visitor	  i’s origin	  to site	  j. Demographic variables still

vary by	  individual i, but additionally there	  are	  site characteristic	  variables	  s for j sites.	   The

pooling of observations of sites is beneficial	  for not only incorporating	  site	  quality into the

model, but also for expanding the sample size when there are limited observations for each	  

site.

It is important to note that by estimating a single demand function, coefficients are

constrained to be the same across sites. Therefore, the effect of a site	  quality	  change	  (i.e.

the addition of a boat landing at a lake) is limited to a shift of the	  intercept function.	   When	  

interaction terms are included in the model (e.g. between travel cost and site

characteristics) both the intercept and slope of the demand function can vary with an

attribute change.	   By interacting	  other independent	  variables	  with	  the	  “price” -‐ or travel

cost tc -‐variable, estimates of consumer surplus per trip to different sites can vary

(Hesseln,	  2003).

The strength of the model is its versatility -‐ estimated demand for observed sites can

be directly applied to other unstudied sites of interest to managers. Ward and Beal (2000)
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describe a Regional Recreation Demand Model (RRDM), or pooled multi-‐site	  single	  

equation model, which includes sites within a specified region. The RRDM allows

managers to evaluate economic gains and losses associated with various proposed policies.

The model yields an empirical estimate of demand under a wide range of conditions -‐

management actions, on-‐site facilities, population demographics, and economic trends.

While Ward and Beal’s RRDM predicts trips to any site per unit of population from	  any

zone	  of origin (Tripsij/Populationi), our model is very similar but includes demographic

information for individual i to predict	  trips to site j (Tripsij). Both models can be used to

predict future demand and site value for sites outside of the model,	  as the diversity	  of

observations allow for numerous combinations of amenity and demographic factors (Ward

and Beal	  2000).	  

3.2 Count	  Data	  Models, Poisson Distribution

The dependent variable in the TCM is number of trips taken by recreationists in a

given season, measured as an integer. Applications of the TCM either exclude non-‐users of

the site, only including positive trip counts, or include a considerable number of zero trip	  

count observations.	   Due to	  the	  non-‐negative	  and integer nature	  of trip	  observations,	  count

data models are more appropriate than OLS to estimate demand (Hellerstein and

Mendelssohn 1993). The most commonly used count data model is the Poisson Model.

The Poisson probability density function,	  Equation	  (5),	  expresses	  the probability	  of

a given number of events occurring in a fixed interval of time, based upon a known average

rate of occurrence and the assumption that events occur independently of one another.	  

e  -Ai ∙Ji
/i

(5) Pr 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠  = 𝑟  = 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟 = 0,1,2, … . 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑛 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 = 
ri! 

1, … 𝑚 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 

The distribution	  is characterized by one parameter 𝜆i , which is equal to both the mean

and variance of the distribution	  – a feature known	  as equivariance. Right skew and

increasing variance for higher values of the variable are common attributes of count data
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and properties of the Poisson distribution. As the parameter 𝜆i increases,	  positive	  skew is

diminished and the distribution eventually converges to a Normal distribution. Therefore,

the Poisson distribution is appropriately applied to systems with a large number of

possible	  events,	  each of which is rare. As the event becomes less rare, the distribution

converges to normality. In the case of recreation demand for trips to a site, the probability

distribution of a given number of trips will approximate a Poisson distribution when the

probability	  of a trip on a give day is small, constant over the season, and independent of

previous trip	  decisions (Hellerstein	  1991).

3.3	   Poisson Regression and the Travel Cost Model

The tool of regression analysis is used to model and analyze the relationship

between several variables. In a Poisson regression model it is assumed that observations

are sampled from	  a population where the dependent variable and residuals possess a

Poisson distribution,	  events	  are independent of one another,	  and the	  probability	  of an

outcome is constant over the designated time frame. In the Poisson Regression Model

(PRM), each observation has an expected value estimated from	  characteristics in the

structural model.

In Equation (6), the expected number of trips 𝜆i takes a log-‐linear form	  to ensure

nonnegative probabilities	  (Parsons	  2003).	  This form	  implies that a change in the

independent variable	  required to	  get a one unit increase	  in the	  dependent variable	  is

smaller the further we move from	  zero.

(6) ln 𝜆� = 𝛽�� 
𝑡𝑐�� + 𝛽�𝑧� + 𝛽�𝑠� 𝑜𝑟 𝜆� = exp( 𝛽�� 

𝑡𝑐� + 𝛽�𝑧� + 𝛽�𝑠� ) 

If we want to know the probability of observing a specific number of trips, Equation	  (6)	  can	  

be substituted into the Poisson	  probability distribution,	  Equation (7).	  

     (  , ∙ (  , )
� 

(7) Pr 𝑟 |𝑥 , 𝛽 = 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟 = 0,1,2, …. 
  ! 
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The parameters in Equation (6) are generated by maximizing a log-‐likelihood function,	  

Equation (8).	  

(8) 𝑙 𝛽 = ��� 𝑟�log 𝑚 𝑥� , 𝛽 − 𝑚 𝑥� , 𝛽 − log (𝑟� !)

3.4 Poisson Regression and Rates

It is important to note that Poisson regression may also be appropriate for rate data,

when	  the count	  represents events occurring	  over a unit	  of exposure (e.g. the number of

boating	  trips taken	  over the length of a season).	   Within a sample, the unit of exposuremay

differ by observation and must be accounted for in regression analysis.	   In our data set of

boating	  events, in an effort to enhance randomness of the sample, boaters were intercepted

over multiple days and asked to participate in	  a survey	  for the duration	  of the boating	  

season.	   Participants commenced the period of observation on different dates,	  affecting	  the	  

total number of trips observed for each individual.	   The Poisson models assume that the

likelihood of an event does not change over time, and therefore, boaters who are in the

survey	  for a longer	  proportion	  of the	  season	  should	  have	  higher trip counts.	  To deal with	  

differences in each	  participant’s exposure	  to	  days	  in the	  survey,	  an	  exposure	  variable	  can	  

be easily incorporated into the model.	   The exposure	  variable	  is included	  as	  the	  log	  of the	  

exposure time with a regression coefficient constrained	  to equal 1, Equation (9) (Long and	  

Freese 2006). 

(9) 𝜆i/𝑡i = exp(𝛽ci 
𝑡𝑐i + 𝛽z𝑧i + 𝛽s𝑠j)

= 𝜆i = exp 𝛽ci 
𝑡𝑐i + 𝛽z𝑧i + 𝛽s𝑠j ∗ 𝑡i 

= 𝜆i = exp 𝛽ci 
𝑡𝑐i + 𝛽z𝑧i + 𝛽s𝑠j + ln (𝑡i) 

3.5 On-‐site Sampling

Dependent upon sampling methods, the form	  of probability used in estimation can
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be altered from	  that Equation (5)	  (Parsons 2003). Methods of sampling are of upmost

importance to the reliability of inferences. There are two general approaches to sampling,

on-‐site	  and	  off-‐site sampling. Off-‐site samples include both visitors and non-‐visitors	  to	  a

site,	  while	  on-‐site samples only include visitors. While off-‐site samples can be designed for

random	  response, on-‐site samples create several types of statistical or sample bias in a

recreation context (Shaw, 1988). However, when a small number	  of people	  visit a site	  in a

given season, a survey	  of the general	  public will return	  few observations	  of the event being

modeled. A more cost effective and practical approach to data collection, which directly

targets the population	  of interest,	  is to	  intercept	  visitors	  on-‐site.	   Therefore, on-‐site	  

sampling is common in studies of recreation remand. On-‐site sampling has been especially

common in studies of water-‐based recreation, where visitors are often attracted from	  

further	  distances	  (Espineira et al. 2006, Bin et al. 2005, Loomis 2003).

Despite advantages in terms of cost-‐effectiveness, estimates using on-‐site samples

must be corrected for selection bias. Problems such as truncation and endogenous

stratification need to be addressed	  when drawing	  inference on the population.	   A truncated

sample occurs when	  all observations	  of the	  dependent variable,	  beyond	  an	  upper or lower	  

bounds, are omitted from	  the data set. In the case of on-‐site samples, non-‐visitors	  are

excluded	  -‐ referred to	  as	  zero truncation. Estimation of the choke price, or intercept of the

recreation demand curve, requires extrapolation beyond the range of available data

(Parsons 2003).	  

The problem	  of endogenous stratification occurs when	  avid	  recreationalists	  who	  

visit a site	  frequently	  have a greater likelihood of being intercepted	  and included in the

sample than those who visit a site less often. An endogenous variable is part of the

stratified sample process. Studies of recreation demand focus on visitation and welfare

estimates associated with the “average”	  user in	  an underlying	  population	  to be considered

in aggregate.	   In the	  case	  of on-‐site samples, visitor behavior has a different probability

distribution	  than	  that of the	  population.	   Therefore welfare estimates that do not correct

for endogenous stratification and zero-‐truncationwill	  overstate visitor benefits because

avid recreationists, who place greater values on the site, are oversampled.

3.5.1 Correcting	  for Zero-‐Truncation and Endogenous	  Stratification Sample
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Bias

Shaw (1988) recognized the dual problem	  of truncation and stratification in on-‐site	  

samples, and derived a correction procedure for the Poisson model. Englin and Shonkwiler

(1995) and Loomis (2003) found empirically that ignoring this bias in on-‐site	  sampling	  

results in misleading to welfare estimates. Loomis (2003) compared welfare measures of

data obtained	  on-‐site and data obtained from	  the general population, and Martínez-‐

Espiñeira	  et al. (2006) reanalyzed Loomis’s on-‐site sample data to show that zero	  

truncation, rather than endogenous stratification, accounts for the majority (96%) of on-‐

site sample bias in welfare estimates.	  

A zero truncated Poisson model is based on a conditional probability distribution of

a Poisson distributed random	  variable, given that the value of the random	  variable is not

zero. To estimate a Poisson regression model that corrects for truncation, it is assumed

that observations are sampled from	  a corrected Poisson distribution. A derivation of the

probability mass function of a zero truncated distribution from	  a standard Poisson	  

distribution,	  Equation	  (10) yields a new mean and variance,	  Equation (11) and Equation

(12).

∙ r·Ai(10) Pr 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠i = 𝑟r = 
;  :i -- :i ! 

Ai Ai e  (Ai )(11)	   𝐸 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠i,· = 
1-ep (-Ai ) 

= 
e  Ai -1 

≈ − 
Ai

2 e  -Ai(12)	  𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠i,1 = = Aie  (Ai ) (1 − 
Ai )

1-e  (-Ai ) (1-e  -Ai )2 e  Ai -1 e  Ai -1 

Shaw (1988) proposed	  an additional correction	  to adjust the Poisso distribution	  

for both	  zero truncation	  and	  endogenous	  stratification	  – where the probability of observing	  

a given number of trips is both a function of population and sample properties. Shaw gives

an on-‐site sample’s density	  function	  as	  Equation	  (13).
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       ∙  
    

(13) Pr 𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠  = 𝑟  = 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟 = 0,1,2, … . 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖 = 
(    )! 

1, … 𝑛 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 = 1, … 𝑚 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠

The model differs only from	  the basic Poisson regression by (𝑟i – 1) replacing	  𝑟i . This

result	  is convenient – for estimation it is only necessary to subtract one trip from	  each

observation	  and	  use standard	  Poisson regression,	  available in most econometric software

packages (Englin	  and	  Shonkwiler,	  1995).

3.5.2 Intercept and Follow Survey	  Methods

A cost effective sampling approach for an entire recreation system, and the method

used to collect boating trip information in our research,	  is referred	  to as an “Intercept	  and

Follow” (I&F)	  survey.	   I&F surveys collect trip information from	  an individual intercepted

at a single location, who then	  reports all subsequent	  trips to sites in	  a defined region.

Unlike a pure intercept survey, where only the probabilities of being in the sample can be

influenced by the avidity rate, with I&F surveys the probability of all trip patterns may be

dependent on initial interception	  (Shaw,	  Fadali,	  and Lupi	  2003.)

The previously	  discussed issue of endogenous stratification could	  apply	  for not just

the intercept	  lake,	  but	  also for trips to subsequent	  sites.	   If avid recreationists have a

greater likelihood of being sampled at the intercept site, they may also take more frequent

visits	  to	  additional sites	  in the	  set than	  the	  general population.	   It is also	  possible	  that 

participants, influenced by area specific knowledge, may choose more often to visit sites in

proximity to the place of interception. On the other hand, respondents might take fewer

trips to remaining sites due to preference for the interception site. Depending	  upon	  the	  

scenario, the over or under estimation of demand for non-‐interception	  sites	  is possible	  

(McFadden	  1999).

McFadden (1999) considered the sampling and analysis issues that	  arise in I&F

survey	  design.	   McFadden’s analysis does not	  include an empirical example and is derived

in the context of a multi-‐site random	  utility model of recreation demand. D is the number
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of occasions a survey team	  visits a site,M is the number of opportunities a participant has

to take trips,	  K is the actual number of participant	  trips,	  and 𝛱 is the	  probability	  the	  user

visits	  site	  J. The probability	  a person	  is intercepted	  on a single trip	  over a single season is

𝛱𝐾 ∗ (�). According the equation, frequent trip-‐takers are oversampled relative to the
M

population (McFadden 1999). The more often a boater visits a site, the greater their

chance of interception by a researcher; and the more often a researcher visits a site, the

greater their chance of intercepting	  a boater.

3.6 Calculating	  Access	  Value

After survey	  methodology has been accounted for and a demand function estimated,

the access value for a site can be calculated. The classic method of measuring access value

and welfare changes in TCMs is consumer surplus (Ward and Beal 2000). Consumer

surplus	  is the	  approximation of theoretically correct measures of welfare, equivalent

variation (EV) and	  compensating variation (CV)

With the Poisson regression model, the simplest form	  of access value is estimated as

a per-‐trip,	  per-‐person value. An explicit form	  for	  estimating	  access	  value	  for individual i to

site	  j over the	  duration	  of the	  season	  is slightly	  adjusted,	  inserting	  an	  ln(ti) term to account	  

for the differing rates of observation length in the sample an over the	  duration	  of the

season,	  Equation	  (14)	  (Parsons 2003).	  

�  ����������� ������ ����∗��(14)	  𝑆� = = 
���� 

���� 

Conveniently, with the Poisson regression model an estimate of average per-‐person,	  per-‐

trip access value is computed in the same manner for both on-‐site	  and	  off-‐site models,

Equation (15)	  (Parsons 2003).	  

1ii ∗ 
1(15)	  𝑡i = = 

-fci i fci 
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Aggregate site value is calculated by multiplying tij by the number of total trips taken to the

site	  over the	  duration	  of the	  relevant season,	  Equation	  (16)	  (Parsons 2003).	  

(16)	  𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒i = 𝑡i ∗ 𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑃𝑆ij

𝑇𝑅𝐼𝑃𝑆ij can either be predicted using the TCM or supplied from	  an outside source. It is

important to note that when using the Poisson regression model, benefits are solely

dependent on 𝛽ci 
, the estimated coefficient associated with the travel cost variable.

Therefore, changes to estimates of total	  site access value are only attributable to changes in	  

trip	  frequency.	  
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Chapter	  4

Applying	  the Travel Cost Model

The basic TCM is based on a set of assumptions -‐ (i)	  distance and time spent

travelling	  are a proxy	  for the price of a recreation	  trip	  and therefore do not	  provide utility,	  

(ii)	  the	  decision unit is a trip	  of equal length	  for all individuals	  at all sites,	  and	  (ii)	  trips	  are	  

taken for a single purpose to the single site modeled with the TCM (Haab and McConnell,

2002). When assumptions are violated, it is necessary to adjust the model (Haab and	  

McConnell	  2002).	   Issues such	  as	  (i) cost allocation for trips with multiple destinations,	  and

(ii) the value of travel	  and on-‐site time,	  are	  the subjects of the greatest	  debate and research	  

in the	  travel cost literature.	  

4.1 Opportunity Cost of Travel Time

The value	  of travel and on-‐site time has been explored in the	  travel cost literature	  

(Smith, Desvousges, and MicGivney 1983, McConnell and Strand 1981, Bockstael, Strand,

and Hanemann 1987). The argument for including time costs in the TCM arises from	  the

concept of time as a scarce commodity. The opportunity cost of recreation time is utility of

the next	  best	  alternative – whether work	  or an alternate leisure activity.	   Without	  inclusion	  

of the opportunity cost of time in the model, estimated benefits attributable to a recreation	  

site	  are conservative. In a conventional labor supply model, with a continuous tradeoff

between	  labor and leisure,	  the opportunity cost of leisure is the monetary compensation

forgone from	  work. In theory,	  individuals chose	  labor and leisure	  to the point where	  wages

equal the value of an hour of leisure. In reality, most people do not work flexible hours and

instead have constrained time for leisure -‐ the weekend,	  holidays,	  and vacation	  days (Beal	  

1995a,	  Bockstael et al. 1987).	   The theory	  of a continuous	  tradeoff	  between	  labor	  and	  

leisure may hold for workers with flexible hours (i.e. part-‐time or self-‐employed workers),

but not for those with fixed hours (i.e. retirees, students, the unemployed).

In empirical applications, researchers have developed and used a number of

approaches for addressing travel time. Bockstael et al. (1987) developed a model where

the opportunity cost of time is conditional on an individual’s position in the labor market.
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McConnell	  and Strand (1981) suggested the cost	  should be a proportion	  of the wage rate.	  

Regressing wage on income and individual characteristics (i.e. age, gender, and education)

the authors simulated the wage rate for non-‐wage earners in	  the sample. Shaw	  (1992)

suggested	  additional survey	  questions,	  on work and	  leisure	  opportunities,	  to	  gauge	  the	  cost

of time. Some authors have abandoned the inclusion of time costs (Beal, 1995a), or raised

the issue that recreationists may enjoy the act of travel (Walsh et al.	  1990). When	  travel

provides utility, net travel time costs include the benefits of travel. Despite much debate,

many TCM applications simply apply a portion of an imputed hourly wage – typically

ranging from	  1/3 to the full wage rate (Parsons 2003). Some authors have expressed

concern that travel cost calculations, and thus boater welfare estimates, are highly	  sensitive

to the treatment of time costs. 

4.2 Multi-‐Purpose and Multi-‐Destination Trips

Travel costs	  are	  a proxy	  for the	  price of a recreation trip, when the	  travel purpose	  is

to reach the modeled site (Haspel and Johnson 1982, Loomis et al. 2000). However,

recreationists often	  make “side or incidental trips” while travelling to and from	  recreation

sites.	   For example, an angler travelling to a lake might also stop to visit a friend living

nearby. Trips involving multiple purposes and/or destinations, include a portion of trip

costs due to an activity outside of the model (Loomis et al. 2000).

To address the issue of multi-‐purpose	  and multi-‐destination	  trips,	  Haspel and	  

Johnson (1982) assigned a fraction	  of total	  costs to each destination	  and/or purpose.	  

Brown and Plummer (1990) suggested a similar approach -‐ if an	  individual visits	  two	  sites,	  

A and B, travel costs to site A are a function of distance between the individual’s home and

site A, and travel costs to site B are a function of distance between sites A and B. These

approaches arbitrarily	  divide trip	  costs and ignore the possibility	  that	  the two sites are

complimentary, affecting	  the probability of either visit	  (Mendelsohn	  et	  al. 1992).	  

Mendelsohn et al. (1992) proposed including all combinations of visits in the estimation of

the demand function.	   Mendelsohn’s approach	  requires	  the collection of additional trip	  

information, and the estimation of additional demand functions (Loomis 2006). Parsons
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and Wilson (1997) proposed a model including incidental consumption as a compliment to

recreation demand,	  which we utilize	  in our approach to multi-‐destination	  trips.	  

4.2.1 Overnight Stays

Overnight stays are common amongst visitors to nature-‐based recreation	  areas,	  

especially	  when	  sites are far from	  visitor’s homes and can be considered part of a multi-‐

purpose or multi-‐destination trip. For example, over a week long vacation	  an	  individual

may spend a portion of the trip boating at the study site and an additional portion relaxing

at a vacation rental. Trip costs are incurred for multiple sites and purposes over a single

vacation.	  

The cost of an	  overnight stay	  can	  be	  incurred solely	  for the purpose	  of the recreation	  

trip, or the accommodation can provide enjoyment to the vacationer in and of itself.

However, the TCM assumes time or money spent en route to the recreation activity is

neutral,	  providing	  no utility or disutility	  to	  the	  recreationist (Haab and	  McConnell 2002).

When the vacationer derives benefit from	  overnight accommodation, the experience

complements the recreation activity.

A similar issue arises for visitors who own a second home near the recreation site.

When an individual stays for an extended period of time at a secondary home, taking

frequent day	  trips to the recreation	  site, researchers must decide on the treatment of these

observations as (i) one long multiple-‐purpose or multiple-‐destination overnight trip from	  

the permanent residence, or (ii) many day trips from	  the secondary home (Parsons 2003).	  

4.2.2 Wilson and Parsons’ Theory	  of Incidental Consumption

In Parsons and Wilson’s paper, “Incidental and Joint Consumption in Recreation

Demand,” an individual has three choice variables: x (number of trips taken by an

individual to	  a recreation	  site	  in a single	  season),	  y (the number of trips incidental	  to the

recreation trips), and	  z (all other goods and services). The individual maximizes utility

according to a binding budget and inequality constraint, which determines y as incidental	  

to x, Equation (17).	  
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(17)	   𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 {𝑈(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)|𝑝x𝑥 + 𝑝y𝑦 + 𝑝z𝑧 = 𝐼 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥 ≥ 𝑦}

The dual to the utility maximization problem	  is the expenditure function, where

income is allocated amongst three choice variables, to achieve a given level of utility for

minimal expenditure, Equation (18).

(18)	   𝑒 𝑃� , 𝑃� , 𝑃� , 𝑈� = min {𝑝�𝑥 + 𝑝�𝑥 + 𝑝�𝑥|𝑈 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 = 𝑈� 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥 ≥ 𝑦}

� ∗When trip price rises from	  𝑝 to 𝑝� (the	  choke	  price) the	  welfare	  loss	  of losing	  access	  to	  the	  

recreation site	  (w) is equal to	  the	  difference between	  the	  expenditure	  function	  at the two

prices,	  Equation (19).	  

∗ � �(19)	   𝑤 = 𝑒 𝑝� , 𝑝� , 𝑝� , 𝑈� − 𝑒 𝑝� , 𝑝� , 𝑝� , 𝑈� 

Due	  to	  the	  constraint, 𝑥 ≥ 𝑦, when the price	  of recreation	  reaches	  the choke price,	  both x

and y are equal	  to zero.	   Therefore,	  w is simply the amount of income needed to raise z in

𝑈(0,0, 𝑧) until 𝑈 0,0, 𝑧 = 𝑈0, the initial level of utility. The model indicates that welfare

loss due to a site closure includes not	  only the loss of the recreation	  site,	  but also loss of the

incidentally consumed good.

In addition, Wilson and Parsons develop a model where recreation is incidental.

Again, individuals maximize utility subject	  to a budget	  constraint,	  but the trip	  constraint	  

changes to	  𝑦 ≥ 𝑥. As trip price rises to the choke price and	  recreation	  trips	  approach	  zero,

now y does not necessarily become zero or even decrease	  at all.	  The authors	  also address	  

the case where recreation and side trips are jointly consumed. As the price of recreation

reaches	  the	  choke	  price, the	  individual simultaneously	  reduces recreation	  and other	  trip	  

consumption. Wilson and Parsons show whether	  the	  recreation	  trip	  includes	  joint or

incidental consumption, the entire value of a trip can be estimated under the recreation	  

demand curve.
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Wilson	  and Parsons’	  method	  is attractive	  because	  it allows	  the modeling	  of

recreation demand for both day and overnight visitors, using a single demand function. By

estimating a single demand function the full sample size i retained. Loomis et al. (2006)

criticized the model for failing to differentiate between types of complementary

consumption. A single dummy variable, included for trip type, is a simplification of the

underlying demand system.	   If all trip	  itineraries	  are known, a dummy variable for each trip

type could be included in the TCM (Loomis et al 2006).
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Chapter	  5

Our Application

To estimate (1) the number of Milfoil propagules trafficked by boaters under

various lake management scenarios,	  and	  (2) the	  use-‐value	  of lake	  recreation	  sites	  in the

NHLD,	  we have utilized	  two data sets of (1) boater behavior and (2) lake characteristics in

the NHLD.	   The NHLD is one of the	  densest lake	  regions in the	  world,	  spanning	  an area	  of

5330 km2 and containing 2,407	  lakes	  larger	  than	  one hectare	  (Peterson	  et al.,	  2003). Lakes	  

and boating	  activities,	  particularly	  sport	  fishing,	  are important cultural, economic, and

ecological features	  of the	  NHLD (Peterson	  et al.	  2003).

The data set of boater behavior was collected by a group	  of researchers from	  the

University	  of Wisconsin, utilizing	  an on-‐site	  Intercept and	  Follow (I&F)	  survey

methodology. In entirety, participants recorded information for trips to 199 different lakes	  

during	  the	  2011 and 2012 boating seasons (April through October).	  Participants	  were	  

recruited at public landings at 136 lakes in Vilas and Oneida Counties between Memorial

Day	  weekend	  and	  Labor	  Day. The lakes	  were	  chosen to	  represent variation	  in size,

popularity, distance from	  population centers, and presence of Milfoil. In	  an effort to

randomize the sample and account for temporal variation in angling activities, boaters

were intercepted at different times of day and dates – weekdays and weekends.	   In total,	  

3,004 participants	  were	  recruited	  into	  the	  study,	  and	  total response	  rate	  was	  66% (Lewis	  

et al.	  2014). Total lakes	  visited	  are	  greater than the number of interception sites, because

participants recorded trips to any lake	  in the	  region following	  interception.	   Since

interceptions	  occurred solely	  in Vilas	  and	  Oneida Counties,	  trips to lakes in	  other counties

were rare and not	  indicative of the underlying	  visitor population.	   Therefore,	  we exclude

trips taken	  to lakes outside of Vilas and Oneida	  Counties from	  the final data set.

Our primary research interest is to predict changes in total	  Milfoil (EWM) propagule	  

traffic,	  under various policy and management scenarios. Therefore, only trip demand

functions for lakes with documented Milfoil colonies are modeled. As discussed in Chapter

1, the number of invaded lakes in the set may be biased downward due a lag between	  

establishment and discovery of the invasive. In this case,	  omitted EWM lakes are likely to

be lakes with fewer contributions to propagule traffic.	   In total, the model includes boater
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demand for site visits to 39 lakes, each	  with	  established	  EWM colonies and at least	  one

public boat launch.

5.1 Intercept and Follow Survey Methodology

TCM studies based upon on-‐site sample data, where all participants are intercepted

at the site of interest,	  often	  correct all observations for truncation	  and	  endogenous	  

stratification	  (Englin and Shonkwiler 1995, Hesseln et al. 2003, Loomis 2003, Martinez

Espineira	  et al. 2006). Loomis (2003) compared welfare measures estimated by on-‐site	  

sample vs. household survey, and found overestimated site	  benefits in cases	  where	  on-‐site	  

samples are left un-‐corrected.	   Martínez-‐Espiñeira	  et al.	  (2006) reanalyzed Loomis’s on-‐site	  

sample	  to	  show that zero truncation, rather	  than endogenous	  stratification, accounts	  for

the majority of bias in welfare estimates. Martinez and Hilbe (2008) contrasted the effect	  

of applying	  correction	  procedures	  to	  data sets from	  previous TCM studies. The authors	  also

found that zero truncation accounts for most on-‐site sample bias, but the effect of

correcting	  for endogenous stratification remains significant to welfare measurement.

Discussions	  of on-‐site sample bias in the TCM literature primarily focus on welfare

calculation, whereas we are additionally concerned with the effect on estimated visitation

rates. To predict accurately the total number of Milfoil propagules trafficked annually,

Poisson predicted	  trip	  counts	  (at average population	  levels	  of the	  independent variables),	  

require	  correction for both	  truncation and	  endogenous stratification	  bias.

I&F survey	  collection techniques differ in a number of ways from	  typical on-‐site	  

surveys.	   Following	  interception,	  participants	  receive monthly diaries to record trip

information on visits	  to	  any lake,	  over the duration	  of the boating	  season.	   The resulting	  

observations	  of boater	  behavior	  can	  be	  broken	  into	  two	  groups – (i) positive	  trip	  counts to

intercept sites	  (resembling a typical on-‐site sample),	  and (ii) positive trip	  counts to non-‐

intercept sites (resembling a typical sample of truncated observations).	   From	  boater

diaries	  it is possible	  to	  deduce	  which	  sites	  in the	  region were	  not visited	  by	  each	  boater.

Therefore, an	  alternate	  construction	  of the	  data set includes	  0 trip	  counts	  to	  spatially	  

relevant unvisited	  lakes.
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Depending upon the	  structure of the	  data set,	  different corrections	  to	  the	  Poisson

probability	  distribution	  are	  needed.	   Two	  data sets	  were	  assembled – (1) where

observations	  are both trips recorded into boater diaries and inferred 0 trip	  counts to

unvisited	  lakes,	  and (2) where observations include only	  trips recorded into boater diaries.	  

Unfortunately,	  we do not have information on the site at which	  each	  boater	  was	  

intercepted.	   Ideally, trips	  to intercept sites	  in both	  data sets	  would be corrected for

truncation	  and endogenous stratification	  bias.	   Since the majority of observations in Data

Set (1) are	  for trips	  to non-‐interception sites, we assume all observations represent a

random	  sample of boaters who visit the region, with awareness that a portion of the data

may comprise boaters more avid than the general	  population.	   However,	  Data Set (2), a

truncated set of trip observations, is comprised of a greater proportion of intercept site

observations. Therefore, we assume a truncated and endogenously stratified sample and

apply Shaw’s (1988) Poisson correction to all observations,	  with awareness	  that the issue

of endogenous stratification	  could apply differently to each	  observation (as	  discussed in

section	  3.5.2). Table 1 displays	  the	  alternate	  construction	  of two	  data sets,	  under	  

hypothetical and	  identical boater	  diary	  recordings.

Table 1
Data Set Construction (Hypothetical	  Example)
a) Data	  Set (1) observations include trips recorded	  into	  boater diaries and	  inferred	  0 trip	  counts to	  un-‐visited
lakes.	   b) Data Set (2) observations include only trips	  recorded into boater diaries.
a)

b)
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Table 2 displays the quantity of trips demanded, per site, as implied by the

econometric results of the two data sets. The expected quantity of trips demanded is

heavily dependent upon our sample assumptions, and represent two different populations

– boaters who may visit	  specific sites in	  the set,	  and	  boaters who may visit any lake in the

set.	   Our primary research	  interest is to apply visitation rates to estimate the total number

of boating	  trips	  taken	  by	  registered	  boaters from all over the state of Wisconsin.	   Data Set	  

(1) is composed of observations which more accurately reflect the behavior of registered

boaters from	  all counties in Wisconsin.	  

Table 2
Estimated Quantity Demanded with Poisson Count Data Models	  
Estimated quantities in each row represent trips	  per summer boating season, based on the mean demographic
variables from the	  sample. Row 1 displays expected	  quantity of trips	  demanded using Data Set	  1.	   Row 2 displays
expected quantity	  of trips demanded using Data Set 2, with sample correction for	  truncation and endogenous
stratification.	   Row 3 displays expected	  quantity of trips demanded	  using Data Set2, with sample correction for
truncation only.

5.2 Boater	  Survey

At interception boaters were asked to identify their overnight	  accommodation in the	  

NHLD,	  boat type, and common boating activities. Boaters recorded additional information

following each trip such as fish catch and trip costs (excluding gas and lodging). At the end

of the survey period, participants were asked to complete a follow-‐up	  survey	  with

demographic questions (i.e. age, sex, household income, employment status, and highest

level of educational attainment).

Data Set (2) (positive	  trip	  counts	  only)	  includes 846 total observations,	  with trip	  

count observations	  ranging from	  1 to 20 and an average of 2.72 trips per observation. In

total, boaters in the sample took 1,040 trips over the course of two summer boating

seasons. Approximately 50% of boaters took a single boating trip, 18% took 2 trips, and

10% took 3 trips.	   The majority (81%) o recreational boating	  trips	  occurred in June, July,	  
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and August.	   July	  was	  the	  busiest boating	  month, during	  which	  39% of all trips	  occurred.	  

Data Set (2) (positive	  and	  inferred	  0 trip counts)	  includes	  a total of 20,328	  observations,

with an average of .106 trips per observation. 

Since boaters	  were	  intercepted	  on different	  occasions, and thus took part	  in the

diary program	  for various lengths of time, an exposure variable in the Poisson regression

model is used to account for different observation	  periods pe boater. Due	  to	  seasonal

variation in boating trip rates and timing of interceptions, only summer trip observations

are used to model boater demand. To predict the total summer trips, estimated daily

visitation rates are multiplied by 92 days, the length of a summer boating season.

5.3 Multi-‐Purpose/Multi-‐Destination Trips	  

Three visitor types were identified depending	  upon	  each	  boater’s ”night	  before”	  

accommodation -‐ (i) primary year-‐round	  resident, (ii) primary summer resident,	  or (iii)

renters	  of vacation property. We treat	  both year-‐round and summer residents as

“permanent residents,” while individuals who stayed at a rental property are treated as

“vacationers.” We assume all individuals stayed at the same “night before” accommodation

before all boating	  trips.	   Permanent residents make	  up 51% of the	  observations,	  while	  

vacationers make up the remaining 49%. In studies of recreation demand, it is common to

discard	  observations of overnight or multipurpose visits (Smith and Kopp 1980, Loomis

and Walsh 1997).	   However,	  vacationers compose a significant portion of our sample and

are important to lake related tourism	  in the NHLD. Exclusion	  of vacationers would bias the

sample, especially in terms of demographic and socio-‐economic characteristics (Martinez –

Espineira and Amoako-‐ Tuffor 2009). Therefore, we	  sought ways	  to	  include	  vacationers	  in

our model.

Survey participants were not asked to report information about additional

destinations or purposes of travel. To model boater demand, we include a dummy variable

(=1 for vacationers) to capture the shift in demand for different visitor types. Following

Parsons and Wilson’s “Theory of Incidental and Joint Consumption in Recreation Demand,”

the dummy variable captures the effect of complementary consumption during vacations.

By interacting the dummy variable with the mileage costs of vacation travel, the demand
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function rotates with the price of the complement. A decrease in the distance	  to	  the	  

vacation	  rental is expected	  to	  increase demand for vacation and recreation trips.

5.4 Distance Calculation

Distance	  is measured in miles from	  the centroid of “night	  before”	  zip	  codes to the

centroid	  of each lake,	  using the	  R package	  Geosphere. Vacationer	  travel distances are also

measured, by the same method, from	  primary residences to the vacation rental property.

Boaters recorded the	  date	  of each	  trip, but not the	  duration of each	  vacation (i.e. one

weekend,	  one week).	   Therefore, it is impossible to determine whether boating	  trips	  on

separate days were part of a single vacation, or more than one vacation. 

To calculate	  trip	  price, distance	  is measured by several methods. Figure 3 illustrates	  

the Trip Price	  Method	  1, where distances are marginally attributed to recreation. “Daily”

travel	  is the distance between a permanent home and lake, and “vacation” travel is the

distance between a permanent home and vacation rental. Haab and	  McConnel	  (2002)

describe	  a scenario	  where	  visitors	  take	  a week long	  vacation,	  and	  travel to	  the	  site	  of

interest on a portion	  of days.	   Haab and	  McConnel suggest only	  applying	  local travel costs	  

to each site visit.	  Brown and Plummer (1990) applied a similar approach to a study of

recreation demand. We also adopt this approach, and only attribute marginal	  daily	  travel	  

to site visits.	   Mendelsohn	  et	  al. (1992) criticized the marginal price approach,	  for not

addressing the complementary nature of multi-‐purpose/multi-‐destination	  trips.	   The

dummy variable (=1 for vacationers) is included in the demand function	  to capture the

effect of complementary trip consumption.
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Figure 3
Trip Price	  Method	  1
“Vacation”	  distances	  are measured between permanent	  residences	  and rental accommodations.
“Daily”	  distances	  are measured between any overnight	  accommodation and lake.

Trip Price	  Method	  2, illustrated	  in Figure 4, is an	  ad	  hoc approach	  to	  the	  distribution	  of

vacationer travel distances. Trips within 4 days of another trip are assumed to be a part of

a single vacation.	   “Vacation” travel distance, from	  a permanent residence to vacation	  

rental, is apportioned	  equally	  between lakes	  visits. To illustrate, if a boater travels 80 miles

to a vacation rental and visits 2 different lakes over a single vacation, 40 miles (80 miles/2

lakes) are assigned to each lake visit.	   Total travel distance is the sum	  of these 40 miles and

additional	  travel	  from	  the vacation	  rental to	  the lake.	   If vacations are shorter than	  

assumed, then distance,	  travel cost,	  and	  thus site-‐value	  are all under estimated.
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Figure 4
Trip Price	  Method	  2
“Vacation”	  travel distance, from a permanent	  residence to a vacation rental, is	  apportioned equally
between lake visits.

It is important to note several issues that arise with multi-‐site/multi-‐purpose	  

methods of distance allocation. The TCM is based	  on the assumption that recreation

demand falls as price, or travel distance, increases.	   When	  the total	  cost	  of travel	  is divided

amongst several trip purposes or destinations, the marginal costs of each activity or

destination is diminished. In remote recreational areas, multi-‐purpose or multi-‐destination	  

trips are not uncommon (Martinez – Espineira and Amoako-‐ Tuffor (2009). For instance,	  it

is reasonable	  to	  expect people who travel	  long	  distances for vacation take more lake trips	  

in the	  span	  of a vacation	  to make up for higher travel costs. Biased estimates occur when a

highly valued site is a short distance from	  a jointly consumed destination, or in our

example, a vacation rental (Martinez	  – Espineira and Amoako-‐ Tuffor 2009).

5.5 Calculating	  Trip Cost 
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The TCM attempts to translate the benefits of outdoor recreation into monetary

terms. Both mileage and opportunity	  costs of travel time should	  be	  included	  in total travel 

cost calculation. In addition, researchers might choose to include additional	  self-‐reported	  

trip costs. These costs might include equipment costs, gas for a boat, parking, moorage

fees, bait,	  etc.	   Since these costs are	  self-‐reported and not measured by an outside observer,

they are the perceived costs of travel. Some authors argue	  that perceived travel costs	  are

more essential to the model than the actual costs of travel. However, others	  express	  

concern over the	  inclusion	  of expenses	  which	  are endogenous,	  or chosen by individuals,

because the TCM assumes individuals take price as given. Several	  authors	  have addressed	  

the issue of endogenous prices in	  the TCM	  (McConnell	  1992,	  Parsons 1991,	  and Randall	  

1994).

Mileage costs are calculated using	  the American Automobile Association’s (AAA) per

mile cost estimates, based upon	  variable automobile costs (i.e. fuel, maintenance, tires).

-‐ $.749 per mile for SUVs and $.596 per mile for sedans. The midpoint, $.6725 per mile,	  is

applied to total round trip miles. Survey	  participants chose “pre-‐tax	  annual household

income” from	  a range	  of categories (e.g. $65,000 to	  $79,999). The midpoint of each

category is used as household income, and divided by 2, to approximate annual per-‐boater

income. To convert from	  an annual term	  to an hourly wage, the amount is	  divided by	  2040

hours. Opportunity cost of time is valued at 1/3 of the imputed wage rate. Drivers are

assumed to travel an average speed of 50 mph, Equation (20).

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (20) 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗ 67.25 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + ∗ 
1 
∗ 

2040∗2 3 50 

5.6 Substitute Sites

Economic theory suggests that price and availability of substitutes is an important

determinant of demand. A great deal of effort has been made to incorporate substitutes

into	  TCM curves. However, TCM demand functions often suffer from	  high multi-‐

collinearity	  between	  own	  and cross prices,	  because boaters	  may substitute trips to the

primary site with trips to nearby sites.	   Researchers also face	  the difficult	  task	  of
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designating	  substitute	  lakes	  in lake	  dense regions, such	  as	  the	  NHLD, when	  there	  is an

abundance of suitable sites. Our demand functions include a proxy	  for substitute sites,	  the

number of additional lakes	  visited	  by	  each	  boater	  over the entire	  season boating	  season.	  

We expect the more lakes visited, the more willing	  boaters are to	  forgo trips	  to	  the	  study	  

site if amenities or pricing change.

5.7 Lake Characteristics	  in the NHLD

Our study	  area includes	  Vilas	  and	  Oneida Counties, two lake dense counties in	  the

NHLD. All of the lakes in our data set have documented Milfoil colonies.	   We collected

information on lake characteristics which were relevant to recreational boating, such as

lake area,	  number of public boat launches, number of public parks, water quality, and

fishing quality	  (i.e. species	  and relative abundance). Collinearity	  between	  lake	  amenity

variables is often	  high, as the construction of site amenities is often in proportion to the

area	  of a lake.

5.8 Angling	  Data

Boaters recorded the number of hours they spent on the water during each trip (i.e.

level	  of angling	  effort),	  and the taxon of fish they were interested in	  catching:	  Northern	  Pike	  

(14.6% of all trips), Muskie (20.1% of all trips), Walleye (28.1% of all trips), Largemouth

Bass (15.6% of all trips), Smallmouth Bass (13.6% of all trips), and/or	  Panfish	  (36.4% of all

trips).	   Boaters also reported the number of fish caught and	  released.	   We calculated catch-‐

per-‐unit	  effort	  (CPUE),	  or the number	  of fish caught per	  boat-‐hour,	  for each	  trip.	  

Although surveys of angler catch are important to modeling recreation demand,

issues arise	  with	  survey response rates.	   For instance, if avid anglers are more likely to

report fish catch then less avid anglers, demand estimates are biased (Fisher, 1996). Item	  

non-‐response	  is an issue pertinent	  to our data	  set.	  72.5% of all trips	  in our data set were	  

missing walleye catch information, with similarly high non-‐response	  rates	  for other	  taxon.

This non-‐response rate was far greater than	  that	  of any other variable,	  bringing into	  

question whether many non-‐responses	  are actually representative of zero catch.	   For trips
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where boaters reported “interest	  in	  catching	  walleye,”	  the non-‐response	  rate	  is 11.1%. For

trips where boaters did not	  report	  interest,	  the non-‐response	  rate	  is 90.5%. Assuming

anglers who target	  walleye are more likely to catch and report their catch, the difference in

response rates suggests missing responses may actually represent zero catch.	   The final

data set includes	  catch	  rates,	  with	  and	  without zeros to	  represent non-‐responses.
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Chapter	  6

Empirical Results

Data Set	  2, (described in Section 5.1) is used to estimate four TCMs,	  displayed	  in

Table 3. Poisson regression, adjusted for a truncated and endogenously stratified sample,

is used to model boater demand. Robust standard	  errors for parameter estimates are

obtained to control for mild violation of the Poisson assumption that variance equals the

mean. All models, with the exception of Model 3, include a dummy for trip	  type (=1 for

vacation).	   Model 1 includes a travel cost variable	  for vacation	  travel, the distance between	  

the permanent residence and vacation rental. Model 2 includes a total travel cost variable,

which is the sum	  of vacation and daily travel costs. Model 3 and Model 4 include ad hoc

travel	  costs (as explained in	  Section	  5.4).	   Included in each model are demographic

variables	  -‐ age, income, whether or not	  high school	  is the highest	  level	  of educational	  

achievement, and whether or not a participant	  is retired – and site amenity variables -‐ the

presence of a public landing, the number of public parks, and Walleye CPUE (catch per unit

effort).

Table 3,	  Four Estimated Travel Cost Models
Using Data Set 2 (described	  in Section 5.1), all	  models are estimated by samples corrected for truncation and
endogenous stratification.
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In all models, the	  boater-‐type dummy variable coefficient (=1 for vacationers)	  is

positive	  and has a statistically	  significant	  effect	  on visitation	  rates.	   The coefficients of all

travel	  cost	  variables are negative and have a statistically	  significant effect on visitation	  

rates. The demographic variable coefficients, such as household income and a dummy for a

high school education,	  were positive but statistically significant in some cases and not in

others.	   The coefficient for the	  age	  variable	  was	  statistically	  insignificant in all models. The

coefficient for the retirement variable was positive and statistically	  insignificant in all 

models. The coefficient for the	  public	  park variable	  was	  statistically	  significant and	  

positive,	  while the coefficient	  for the public landing	  variable was statistically insignificant	  

in all models. Greater	  Walleye	  CPUE (catch-‐per-‐unit	  effort)	  has a positive and statistically	  

insignificant effect in all models. With respect	  to substitute sites,	  additional	  lakes visited in	  

a single boating	  season	  – which	  serve as a proxy	  for availability of substitute sites – have	  a

negative and statistically	  significant	  coefficient.	   Figure 5 displays expected summer trips

per boater vs. daily	  and	  vacation	  travel costs.	  

Figure 5
Trips	  vs. Daily and	  Vacation Travel Costs
Expected summer trips to a site	  as the	  daily and	  vacation travel costs	  increase.

Data Set 1 (described i Section	  5.1), which includes zero trip	  counts,	  is used to	  

estimate Model	  6 parameters in Table 4. Parameters are generated by Poisson	  regression,

assuming a random	  sample of boaters who visit the NHLD. Robust standard errors control
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for mild violation of the assumption that the variance equals the mean.	   In total,	  the data	  set	  

includes	  17,511 observations.	  

Table	  4, Estimated Travel Cost Model,	  Model 5
Parameter estimates are based on Data Set 1 (described in Section 5.1) with all trip counts,	  including 0’s to un-‐
visited lakes in the	  set.	  

The vacation dummy variable coefficient indicates	  a statistically	  significant increase	  

in expected	  trips	  for vacationers. The coefficient for the	  total travel cost variable	  is

negative and statistically significant. The household income variable	  coefficient indicates	  

income has a positive effect on expected trips, and is the sole demographic variable with

statistical significance.	   The coefficients	  for the high school dummy variable, retirement

status variable,	  and age variable	  are all statistically	  insignificant	  in	  the model. Coefficients	  

for lake	  characteristic	  variables	  – the number of public landings and public parks, and

walleye abundance at a site –all	  have a positive and statically	  significant effect on expected	  

trips.	  
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6.1 Marginal Effects,	  Model 5

Interpreting marginal effects of Poisson coefficients is more complicated than OLS	  

coefficients,	  because the impact of a single explanatory variable on the dependent variable

depends on the values of all other regressors and their coefficients. For example, with

every additional boat landing	  there is a multiplicative effect of exp(𝛽8) on the mean of the

dependent variable,	  expected	  trips.	   If	  𝛽s > 0, then	  exp(𝛽8) > 1, and the expected count is	  

exp(𝛽8) times larger than when XBL = 0. If	  𝛽s < 0, then	  exp(𝛽8) < 1, and the expected	  

count is	  exp(𝛽8) times smaller than when XBL = 0. It is common for Poisson regression

marginal effects to be presented	  as	  logs	  of expected	  counts,	  a rate ratio corresponding	  to a

one-‐unit	  difference	  in the predictor.	   Table 5 present the marginal effects estimated by

Model	  5.	  

Table 5, Marginal Effects, Model	  5
An interpretation of the marginal effects of each variable	  in Model 5.
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6.2 Elasticity of Demand,	  Model 5

Price elasticity is the responsiveness of quantity demanded to a small change in

price. By calculating price elasticity, lake managers can predict the accompanied change in

site visits due to a changing ramp fee. Own price elasticity is found	  using	  Equation	  (21).	  To

measure elasticity to site amenities, other determinants of boater demand can be

substituted	  for price.	  

%∆Q ∆QEquation (21)	   𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦!" c = 
%∆M 

𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦!" c = ∗ (�)
∆M Q

Table 6 displays	  elasticity	  estimates for several variables from	  Model 6,	  evaluated and held

at their sample means.

Table 6, Elasticity of Demand,	  Model 5
Elasticity of demand for several independent variables

Demand is inelastic to total travel cost, the number of boat landings, the number of public

parks, and household income, but elastic to walleye abundance. Own-‐price	  elasticity	  is

influenced	  by	  the	  significance	  of lake	  trips in relationship to the consumer’s budget. When	  

the proportion of income spent on recreation is small, demand is likely to be less sensitive

to small changes in price. Recreational boating requires fixed investments, such as the

purchase of boating equipment, and an increase in a ramp fee is likely perceived as a small

portion	  of total trip	  price.	  

6.3 Consumer Surplus Calculation,	  Model 5
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Model	  5 is used to	  calculate boater access values.	   Consumer surplus	  (CS) is the	  

welfare measure commonly used in benefit cost analysis. CS is simply the integral of a

demand curve, between the trip and choke price, or the	  difference between	  total

willingness to pay and the total cost of travel. In a count data model, such as the Poisson,

consumer surplus per visit	  is a simple calculation -‐ the reciprocal	  of the coefficient	  on	  the

travel	  cost	  variable,	  Equation	  (22)	  (Loomis et al. 2003).	  

(22)	   Consumer Surplus,	  CS = -‐1/𝛽� .

For an average	  boater in the sample, the value of a trip is $260 (with a 95% confidence

interval bounded	  by	  $161 and	  $360). Per-‐boater estimated benefits are solely dependent

on the estimated travel cost coefficient. When the expression is multiplied by predicted

trips per person, we obtain the predicted consumer surplus for the typical visitor.

Therefore, the value of a site before and after an amenity change is dependent solely on the

change in total trip	  counts.	  
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Chapter	  7

Expanding	  Estimates	  to the Population

Pooled single-‐site	  TCMs permit estimation of total seasonal visits per site, under a

range of management actions, changing demographics, and economic trends. We use

estimated population parameters from	  Model 5 to generate total summer trips, to	  EWM

lakes in	  Vilas and Oneida	  Counties,	  taken	  by registered Wisconsin	  boaters.	   Englin and

Shonkwiler (1995) took a similar approach, predicting latent population demand for hiking

opportunities	  in the	  Cascade	  Mountain	  Range.	   The authors used sample demographics	  to	  

estimate corresponding population parameters, and then applied population means of

demographic variables to generate expected trip rates for the general population. Demand

is corrected	  for both truncation	  and endogenous stratification.	   Englin	  and Shonkwiler

(1995) find that population quantities demanded are considerably lower than the

quantities	  demanded by sample users.

7.1 Data Collection

Mean and median values of socioeconomic variables,	  by county, are used to

calculate	  expected	  trips.	  Demographic data was gathered from	  the US Census (2009 -‐2013	  

American Community Survey 5-‐Year Estimates). The following	  statistics	  were	  collected	  -‐

median age, median annual household income, percentage	  of the population with high

school (or less)	  as	  their	  highest level of education	  attained,	  and	  percentage	  of the

population between the ages of 60 and 80 (to infer the retirement rate). Distances	  were	  

measured from	  the centroid of each county to Big Arbor Vitae Lake.	   Big Arbor Vitae	  Lake is

both heavily	  trafficked	  by	  boaters	  and	  centrally	  located	  within	  Vilas	  and	  Oneida Counties.

7.2 Spatial Limits

A critical decision when applying parameter estimates to a secondary data set is

how to	  define the	  relevant population for which estimates apply.	   For instance, to estimate

total summer boating trips to lakes, we needed to define an appropriate spatial limit for the
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boating	  population to which estimated visitation rates apply. The majority of boaters in

the sample traveled from	  within Wisconsin’s borders to the NHLD. Therefore, we	  chose to	  

omit boaters from	  outside of Wisconsin from	  the final data set. Sampled day-‐trip	  boaters

traveled an average of 38 miles round-‐trip, and a maximum	  distance of 250 miles round-‐

trip.	   Sampled vacationers traveled an average of 282 miles round-‐trip, and a maximum	  

distance of 500 miles round trip. To define geographic	  boundaries	  for boater inclusion,	  one

option	  is base	  the boundary on the choke price of the estimated demand function.

However,	  in our case	  the estimated choke price is in excess of $900, a price beyond travel

costs observed in the sample. When the coefficients predict a choke price that greatly

exceeds the maximum	  observation, it is senseless to extend the area of application	  beyond	  

observation.	   Therefore, our final data set considers only	  boaters	  who	  must travel	  distances

similar to those observed in the sample. Registered boaters from	  counties within 250 miles

round-‐trip are used to estimate total day trips. Registered	  boaters from	  counties within

500 miles round-‐trip are used to estimate total vacation trips.

Table 7 and Table 8 compare the results	  and	  proportions of predicted vs. sample

trips, from	  various	  distances. Daily travel from	  distances greater than 150 miles and

vacation travel from	  distances greater than 500 miles (and less than 50 miles) are both

over-‐predicted by the model.

Table 7,	  Daily Travel Proportion, Sample vs. Predicted
The difference in	  the proportion of total predicted	  “day” trips vs. the proportion of sample “day” trips, from
various distances.
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Table 8,	  Vacation Travel Proportion, Sample vs. Predicted
The difference in	  the proportion	  of total predicted “vacation” trips vs. the proportion	  of sample “vacation”	  trips,
from various distances.

Registered	  boaters from	  counties which had	  over-‐predicted trip	  proportions (as	  

shown	  in red in Table	  7 and	  Table	  8),	  were removed from	  estimates. In total, estimated

visitation rates are applied to registered boaters in 7 counties within 150 miles (day trips)

and 61 counties within 500 miles (vacations). Table 9 and Table 10 display the

proportions of predicted vs. sample trips, from	  various distances,	  after the removal of

registered	  boaters.

Table 9,	  Adjusted Daily Travel Proportion, Sample vs. Predicted
After removal of registered boaters, the difference in	  the proportion of total predicted “day”	  trips	  vs. the
proportion of sample “day”	  trips, from various distances.
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Table 10,	  Adjusted Vacation Travel Proportion, Sample vs. Predicted
After removal of registered boaters, the difference in	  the proportion of total predicted “vacation”	  trips	  vs. the
proportion of sample “vacation”	  trips, from various distances.

It is important to note that total	  trip	  estimates rely o the	  definition	  of zones.

Ideally,	  the mean and median demographic statistics	  used in the	  TCM to estimate total trips

represent a homogenous group. However, in most cases statistics represent areas defined

by a political boundary.	   Our total	  trip	  estimates rely on county-‐level demographic

statistics.	   However,	  accuracy	  would improve with smaller scaled data where groupings	  

represent a more homogenous population.

7.3 Active	  participation

Our estimates of the number of total trips to each lake depend on the assumption

that	  90% of registered	  boaters	  in each	  county	  are	  active	  in a given season.	   In a given

season,	  some	  share o registered	  boaters	  are unable to visit	  lakes due	  to a constraint	  (i.e.

financial or physical).	   The assumed boater participation rate could be altered with

additional	  data	  on	  registered boater participation.

7.4 Weighting
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Registered	  boaters,	  originating from	  counties of varying distances,	  face different	  

travel	  costs to reach the study site.	   The negative coefficient	  associated with the travel	  cost	  

variable in all of our estimated TCMs ensures boaters	  from	  more distance	  counties	  are

predicted to take fewer	  trips.	   To align the ratio of boater types in the sample and

population of Wisconsin’s registered boaters,	  registered boaters in the population are	  

weighted. As described in Section 7.2, the total population of boaters for which our model

applies is registered	  boaters from	  7 counties within 150 miles of the	  site (day	  trips),	  and

registered boaters from	  61 counties within 50 -‐500 miles of the site (vacation	  trips).	   In

total,	  63,943 registered boaters (13% of total	  registered boaters) reside within the	  7 “day	  

trip”	  counties,	  and 440,581 registered boaters (87% of total	  registered boaters) reside

within	  the 61 “vacation”	  counties.	   If 54% of sampled boaters take day trips and 46% of

sampled boaters take vacations,	  the ratio of boater types in the sample	  and	  population	  

differ considerably.	   To align	  the boater type ratio	  between the sample and population,

registered boaters from	  “vacation” counties are weighted by approximately .12 (or 12%).
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Chapter	  8

Population Estimates

Table 11 displays	  total predicted	  trips	  (day	  and	  vacation)	  to	  each	  lake,	  alongside	  

lake characteristics.	   Table 12 displays total	  predicted trips, by boaters from	  each county

in Wisconsin,	  alongside	  the demographic statistics for each	  county.	   In total, 676,646 (95%	  

confidence	  interval of 441,888 to 806,328) trips are expected over the course of a summer

boating	  season	  to 39 EWM lakes in Vilas	  and	  Oneida Counties,	  Figure 6.

Table 11,	  Total Predicted	  Trips, by Lake
Total predicted trips to each	  lake, alongside lake characteristics.
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Table 12, Total Predicted Trips	  by County
Total predicted trips to each	  lake, alongside demographics of the county.
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Figure 6
Total Trip Estimates	  vs. Number of Lakes, with Confidence Intervals
The 95% confidence intervals for expected summer trips to 39 lakes with Milfoil colonies, as the	  number of lakes
increase.

8.1 Site Fees

The TCM can inform lake managers on the effect of a boat ramp fee to visitation

rates	  and	  aggregate	  boater	  welfare. The travel cost variable	  should be defined so that	  site

visitors	  respond to	  increases in travel costs	  as they	  would	  to	  an increase in site	  entry	  fees

(Ward and Loomis 1986).	   When	  evaluating	  site	  pricing policy	  tools	  – such as a ramp fee –

an increased fee across visitors can be modeled as an additional	  travel	  cost.	   For the ith

boater, a newly introduced ramp fee would increase their travel costs by value of the fee.

Total annual site revenue is equal to the number of trips to the site over the course of the

season multiplied by the fee. In addition	  to generating revenue, ramp fees reduce	  boater	  

demand for lake recreation, thereby requiring boaters to pay a price closer	  to	  the	  true	  

social cost of boating	  at EWM lakes.	   Table 13 shows the effect	  of an increasing	  site fee,	  

implemented at all 39 lakes, on total visitation. Tabl 14 displays	  the	  effect of an	  increasing	  

site	  fee, on the	  10 lakes	  with	  the	  greatest predicted	  visitation	  rates.	   Predicted	  rates	  of

visitation	  are highest for Tomahawk Lake, under all ramp fee scenarios. At Tomahawk

Lake, $5 ramp fee is expected to decrease summer visits by 1,826, and a $25 ramp fee is

expected to decrease summer visits by 8,791. At all 39 lakes, a $10 fee is expected to
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decrease total summer trips by 25,473 (4%).	  

Table 13,	  Increasing	  Site Fee with Predicted	  Trips
The effect of an	  increasing	  site fee on	  total visitation.

Table 14,	  Site	  Fee with Predicted	  Trips, 10 Most Visited Lakes

8.2 Marginal Abatement Costs

Traditional risk analysis	  separately determines goals for limiting AIS abundance and

the methods to meet those goals. Such a separation	  of goal implies that the benefits of

prevention	  are	  negligible below a certain	  level	  (Leung et al.	  2002). When lake managers

are committed to reducing the number of AIS, marginal abatement cost (MAC) curves help

identify	  the	  cost-‐efficient means to meet reduction goals. Typical MAC curves contrast

marginal abatement cost and total emissions abatement. In the context of Milfoil

propagules departing	  “donor” sites,	  MACs represent the	  cost associated	  with	  the	  last unit of

Milfoil	  propagule abatement for varying amounts of propagule reduction. Determining the

incremental cost of reducing propagule traffic draws an explicit connection between the

The effect of an	  increasing	  site fee on	  total visitation	  at the 10 lakes with	  the greatest number of predicted visits.
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fields of economics and ecology.	  

8.2.1 Boat Ramp	  Fees

Table 15 displays the estimated effect of various	  fee levels	  on boater demand for

recreation trips, boater welfare, revenue	  generation, the number of trafficked propagules,	  

and marginal abatement costs.	   The “dead	  weight loss” associated with each level	  of a fee is

the difference between total welfare loss and total revenue. Marginal propagule abatement

costs are simply the “dead weight loss” associated with reducing another propagule. Recall

that	  when	  using	  Poisson Regression consumer surplus per individual is 1/𝛽c . Therefore,

changes to	  total	  “dead weight	  loss”	  due	  to a fee increase are determined solely by changes

in visitation rates. When the rate of wash station effectiveness is held constant, the number

of propagules reduced is also solely determined by changes in visitation rates. Although

waterbodies differ by contribution to total AIS risk, our model holds marginal abatement

costs	  constant at all lakes,	  because both “dead weight	  loss”	  and “total	  propagule	  

abatement” are changing at the same rate per lake. Table 15 shows that	  “dead weight	  loss”	  

estimates increase,	  non-‐linearly, with greater ramp fees. A $5 fee results	  in a $63 MAC,	  

while a $40 fee results	  in a $630 MAC.

Table 15, Increasing	  Site Fee with Trips, Propagules, Welfare, Revenue, and MAC
The changes to predicted trips, propagule traffic, welfare, revenue generated, the dead weight loss, and the
marginal abatement costs as ramp fees increase.

8.2.2 Wash Station Installation

Ramp fees may be insufficient to reach the magnitude of total propagule reduction

deemed necessary. Wash stations have	  an advantage of greater stability in the outcome of

abatement efforts, thereby removing some of the risks and uncertainty of AIS management.
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Our marginal abatement cost estimates, attributed to wash station	  installation	  and use,	  

assume wash stations are placed at “donor” sites. MAC curves assume stations	  are	  placed	  

consecutively,	  first at landings	  with the greatest amount of estimated propagule traffic.

The number of public landings where boaters might emerge with attached AIS vary	  by	  lake.	  

MAC curves are formed under two scenarios: (1) wash station placement at all public

landings, and (2) placement of a single, centrally located,	  station	  per lake,	  which is

adequate to treat	  all boats.	   To support the costs of infrastructure and marginal wash

station	  costs, our estimates include a $5 ramp fee per lake. In total, the estimated annual

costs	  of wash	  stations	  placed	  at all landings	  (for 39 lakes)	  are $2,194,182. If a $5 fee	  were	  

introduced at the 14 most trafficked lakes, $2,255,499 would	  be	  generated	  in revenue,	  

enough to cover the estimated annual costs of wash stations at all lakes. A $5 fee

introduced	  at all lakes	  would	  generate	  $3,318,935 in revenue. Rather than reduce	  long-‐run

demand for lakes in the NHLD, a $5 fee to support	  wash stations may ultimately	  encourage	  

recreation through improved lake quality with respect to AIS.

MAC curves are strengthened by transparency on the key assumptions of the model

-‐ the effectiveness	  of high-‐pressure cleanings to remove species, the number of predicted

visits to each lake, and the proportion of vessels with attached AIS. To assess model

uncertainty, we compare MAC curves. Our standard model assumes a $5 fee for each visit

to all lakes,	  wash stations placement at all landings,	  90% of registered	  boaters	  are	  active,	  

3% of vessels	  carry	  Milfoil,	  and	  pressure washings effectively remove 83% of species.	  

Annualized costs of wash stations are based on	  an initial $85,000 investment, a 5% interest

rate, 5-‐year	  life	  cycle,	  and $21,000 annual cost to	  hire a single	  station	  attendant	  ($15 per

hour, 10 hours per day,	  140 days	  per year).	  Costs	  were	  based upon correspondence	  with S-‐

K Environmental, a company specializing in portable AIS rinse-‐off and reclaim	  systems and

previously	  involved in AIS research by Rothlisberger et	  al. (2008).	   Table 16 displays

predicted trips,	  propagule	  traffic	  reductions, and total costs under the assumptions of the

standard model,	  absent	  of a $5 ramp fee, while Table 17 includes the $5 ramp fee.
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Table 16, Wash Station Marginal Abatement Costs, No Site Fee
Wash station marginal abatement costs. MAC increases with the number of stations added.

Table 17, Wash Station Marginal Abatement Costs, $5 Site Fee
Wash station marginal abatement costs. MAC increases with the number of stations added.
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Additional MAC curves test key sensitivities to both economic and ecological model

assumptions. MAC curves are considered under the assumption that 60% of registered	  

boaters are active,	  1% or 10% of vessels carry Milfoil,	  and pressure washing stations

effectively remove 91% of Milfoil.	   A “Least Cost” scenario assumes 90% of registered

boaters are active,	  10% of boating	  vessels carry Milfoil,	  and one pressure washing	  station	  

per lake effectively removes 91% of Milfoil. A “Greatest Cost” scenario assumes 60% of

registered	  boaters	  are	  active, 1% of boating vessels	  carry	  Milfoil, and	  pressure	  washing

stations at each landing effectively remove 83% of Milfoil. Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure

9 graphically	  depict the total	  social	  costs of wash station	  installation	  vs. total Milfoil

propagule reduction, marginal Milfoil abatement costs vs. number of wash stations, and

marginal Milfoil abatement costs vs. total Milfoil propagule reduction.

Figure 7, Total Social Costs	  vs. Total Milfoil Propagule Reduction
Total Social Costs of Wash Stations vs. Total Milfoil Propagule Reduction. 1)	  The Standard Model compared to
the Greatest	  Cost	  and Least	  Cost	  Scenarios, 2)	  % of boaters assumed	  to	  be carrying Milfoil Propagules (1	  % and
10%),	  and the effectiveness	  of wash stations to remove AIS.	   3) 60% of boaters in	  Wisconsin	  are assumed “active,”
and	  a single centrally located	  wash station per lake is sufficient to	  remove species.
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Figure 8, Marginal Mifloil Abatement Costs	  vs. Number of Wash Stations
Marginal Milfoil Abatement Costs vs. the number of Total Wash Stations. Wash stations	  are implemented in
order from lakes with the greatest traffic per landing to	  lakes with the least traffic per landing.

Figure 9, Marginal Milfoil Abatement Costs	  vs. Total Milfoil Propagule
Reduction
Marginal Milfoil Abatement Costs vs. Total Milfoil Propagule Reduction.
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Figure 7 compares “Total Costs,” as additional	  wash stations are installed, to total	  

“Milfoil	  Propagule Reduction.” The most cost-‐efficient curve has	  the	  flattest slope.	   Total

costs are determined by two factors – wash station	  costs and “dead weight	  loss” due	  to	  the	  

introduction	  o a $5	  fee. The magnitude of the total cost is determined almost entirely (98-‐

99%) by	  wash station investment. Total propagule reduction is determined by three

factors	  – visitation	  rates,	  wash station	  effectiveness,	  and the probability a boat	  carries

Milfoil.	   In all cases,	  “Total	  Propagules Reduced”	  is either 83% or 91% of total	  propagule

traffic,	  dependent	  upon	  wash station	  effectiveness.	  

Figure 8 depicts marginal abatement costs as the number of wash stations increase.	  

Marginal abatement costs increase with additional wash stations because the first wash

stations	  are	  placed	  at lakes	  where the greatest number of propagules are reduced.

Therefore, the slope of each MAC curve is largely determined by differences in predicted

visitation rates between lakes. If visitation rates were similar across lakes, the curves

would flatten.	  

Figure 9 depicts marginal abatement costs as “Total	  Milfoil	  Propagule Reduction”

increases.	   If marginal abatement cost estimates are tested on the assumption that 3% of

boats carry Milfoil, we find a decreased rate from	  3% to 1% increases	  MACs by 200% (3.0

elasticity),	  while a increased rate from	  3% to 10% decreases MACs by 70% (.3 elasticity). If

marginal abatement cost estimates are tested on the assumption that	  90% of boaters are

active, we find a decreased rate from	  90% to 60% increases MACs	  by	  49%(1.48	  elasticity).

If marginal abatement cost estimates are tested on the assumption that wash stations are

83% effective at removing Milfoil, we find an increased rate from	  83% to 91% decreases

MACs by 9% (.91 elasticity).

In order to reduce	  the greatest number of propagules and minimize marginal

abatement costs, wash stations should be placed at Milfoil lakes with the greatest amount

of boater traffic. In support of Drury and Rothlisberger’s (2008) recommendation, the

placement of preventative measures (wash	  stations) at “donor”	  sites is best from	  both a

biological, and as our MAC curves demonstrate, a “least cost” economics perspective. In

general, marginal abatement costs are lower when efforts are directed toward “donor”

rather	  than “recipient”	  lakes.	  
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Chapter	  9

Conclusion

Primarily, economists utilize the TCM to measure use-‐benefits associated with

recreation sites,	  for which explicit price information does not exist. By the TCM, economists

measure changes to visitor welfare following site improvements, site damages, access price

increases,	  or access	  price decreases.	   Our empirical study of boater demand, for a set 39

lakes in Wisconsin, includes the measurement of boater welfare, visitation rates, and

determinants of boater demand. All of the lakes meet the following criteria – (1) are

located in	  either Vilas or Oneida	  Counties,	  (2) have	  the	  presence of at least one public	  

landing, and (3) support a documented Milfoil population. Other studies which employ the

TCM have	  generated	  expected visitation rates	  for a general	  population, correcting	  for

sampling issues such as truncation	  and endogenous stratification	  (Englin	  and Shonkwiler	  

1995). In order to estimate total visits, per lake ,over the course of a summer boating

season, we apply parameters estimated by Poisson regression, to county-‐level	  population	  

demographics	  in Wisconsin.	   As on-‐site facilities and population demographics change, the

model of recreation demand can be re-‐evaluated	  to	  reflect new visitation	  rates. Despite	  the	  

scope	  and	  versatility	  of the	  TCM,	  it was	  a challenge	  to	  define the	  relevant population (i.e.

the number of Wisconsin boaters) and determine the appropriate spatial limits of the

model.

Harmful AIS, such as Eurasian Watermilfoil, have not achieved full potential	  for

geographic	  spread	  in Wisconsin.	   Research which guides the placement of scarce AIS

prevention resources at “donor” lakes, is needed to slow and prevent future AIS spread.

Our research estimates lake specific visitation rates, and	  in turn,	  identifies the greatest	  

sources	  of propagule	  traffic	  in Vilas	  and	  Oneida Counties.	   To better	  understand	  the	  costs	  

and benefits of prevention measures, we derive the marginal abatement costs of reducing

an additional	  trafficked Milfoil	  propagule	  under several scenarios.	   Marginal abatement

cost curves suggest the	  installation	  of boater	  wash	  stations to be a more cost-‐effective	  

approach to reducing AIS traffic, than the introduction of a ramp fee. New wash stations

lower marginal abatement costs at all	  levels of propagule reduction,	  while the total	  

propagule	  reduction attributed to a politically feasible ramp fee may fall short of targets.	  
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Wash stations reduce a greater share	  of total propagule	  traffic,	  to	  levels	  more likely in line

with the goals of a scientific	  and	  political consensus.	   Because the benefits of invasive

species prevention and control are often negligible below a certain level, it is important for

policymakers to have information on the total abatement potential of interventions.

Marginal abatement cost curves have been	  criticized for several shortcomings,

including	  a lack of transparent calculation assumptions. Therefore, our MAC curves are

presented alongside key model assumptions. Due to the biological nature of AIS, current	  

abatement potential depends upon efforts in earlier periods, although MAC calculations

only reflect abatement costs at a single point in time.	   In addition,	  the costs and

effectiveness of AIS prevention technologies are path dependent and reflect past

investments, an important complexity which is not represented in MACs. The MACs

derived in our study of Milfoil lakes, attribute all marginal control costs to the reduction of

Milfoil	  propagule movement. However, decreases in boater visitation	  due to a site	  fee, or

higher rates	  of AIS removal due	  to	  wash	  station	  installation,	  potentially	  reduce	  the	  

trafficking of other harmful AIS as well.	   In addition,	  a portion of AIS-‐related	  public	  

outreach and law enforcement costs are covered by the use of wash stations,	  an	  overlap

that is not accounted for in MAC calculations.

To implement wash stations at “donor” lakes, it is important to consider technical

and political	  feasibility.	   Boater reception	  to wash-‐station use is an important determinant 

of success. Wash stations must be placed and designed optimally, to minimize boater wait 

times and welfare loss. Without laws which mandate use, the actual rate at which boaters

access wash stations could vary	  considerably.	   Jensen (2009) reported	  that of 215 boats	  

inspected	  at a Minnesota	  lake,	  40% of boaters	  refused washing.	   However,	  63% of surveyed

boaters believed washing should be mandatory at invaded lakes, while 37% believed

washing	  should be voluntary – indicating potential political support for a mandated wash

program. The marginal abatement costs derived from	  our model of boater demand for

Milfoil lakes, represent maximum	  abatement potential. Therefore, estimates do not

consider potential institutional or implementation barriers. In addition, our research	  

would benefit from	  further investigation of the behavioral	  aspects of wash station	  

adoption,	  such as effects	  on boater visitation	  and welfare,	  to fully quantify the costs and

benefits of AIS prevention efforts. Although reductions to propagule traffic, regardless	  of
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the source, are an important component of AIS prevention efforts, placement of wash

stations	  should	  account for lake	  suitability to AIS.	   For instance, if certain	  “recipient”	  lakes

are not	  suitable Milfoil	  habitat,	  the optimal allocation	  of scarce prevention resources may

shift between	  “donor” lakes.	   Further	  research	  on marginal abatement costs of AIS

prevention,	  focused at “donor”	  lakes, might reflect not only	  the	  likelihood of propagule	  

departure	  from “donor”	  lakes,	  but also the likelihood of establishment in suitable	  

“recipient”	  lakes	  -‐ dependent upon spatial patterns of boater movement between lakes and

lake suitability.	  
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Appendix A All Lake Trips

The results	  in Appendix A are based on a sample 786 boaters, who participated in

the diary program	  and recorded all trips to lakes in the NHLD following interception. Each

observation	  includes	  the	  total number of visits per boater,	  to any lake in Vilas or Oneida

Counties	  regardless	  of Milfoil invasion status, over a single Summer boating season. The

model includes only average travel	  costs and observable demographic determinants of

demand. Site amenities could	  not be	  included	  because	  each observation	  represents trips to

1 or more lakes. Our model again follows Englin and Shonkweiler’s (1995)	  application of

the TCM	  to generate expected vistiation	  rates for the general	  population,	  while correcting	  

demand for sampling issues such as truncation	  and endogenous stratification.	   To predict

total	  trips to any lake in	  Vilas and Oneida	  Counties,	  regardless of Milfoil	  invasion	  status,	  the

model relies on the number of registered boaters in each county and county-‐level	  

demographic statistics. The total	  population of boaters	  for which	  the model applies is

registered	  boaters from	  7 counties within 150 miles of the site (day trips), and registered

boaters from	  61 counties within 50 -‐500 miles of the site (vacation trips) (as	  explained	  in

Section 7.2). Registered	  boaters from	  “vacation” counties are again weighted by

approximately .12 (or 12%), to align the boater type ratio between the sample and

population of boaters (as explained in Section 7.4). We assume 90% of registered	  boaters	  

are unrestricted from	  boating in the given	  season.	   In total, we estimate 854,954 trips	  (95%
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Confidence	  Interval of 731,019 to 978,872 trips) are	  expected	  to	  any	  lake	  in Vilas	  and	  Oneida

Counties, over the course of a Summer boating season (92 days).




